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ABSTRACT 

In the era of digitalization, clinical trials have often been left behind in adoption 

of automation and cost-efficiency offered by computerized systems. Poor 

implementations, lack of technical experience, and inertia caused by 

overlapping old and new procedures have failed to prove the business value of 

data management systems. This has led into settling for inadequate tools for 

data management, leaving many studies struggling with traditional approaches 

involving heavy paper usage further complicating the management and 

drastically slowing preparations for final analysis.  

   This Master’s Thesis presents Genesis, a web-based clinical data management 

system development for the LIRA-study, which will take place in Finland and 

Sweden. Genesis has been developed to address the aforementioned obstacles 

with adopting information technology solutions in an agile manner with the 

integration of security concerns. Furthermore, Genesis has been designed to 

offer the long term value through reusability in terms of effortless portability 

for upcoming studies and interconnectability with web-enabled legacy system 

and handheld devices via a uniform interface.  

   In addition to representing the design, implementation and evaluation of 

Genesis, the future prospects of Genesis are discussed, noting the preliminary 

interest of utilizing Genesis in additional studies, including the world’s largest 

type-1 diabetes study.  

 

Keywords: Clinical data management, REST, agile software development, 

information security  



 

Okkonen O. (2015) REST-pohjainen kliinisen tiedon hallintajärjestelmä. Oulun 

yliopisto, tietotekniikan osasto. Diplomityö, 73 s. 

TIIVISTELMÄ 

Elämme digitalisaation aikakautta, jolloin tietokoneiden avulla on mahdollista 

saavuttaa kustannustehokkuutta ja automaatio tiedonhallintaan. Kliiniset 

tutkimukset eivät ole onnistuneet pysymään mukana teknologiakehityksessä 

vaan turvautuvat yhä perinteisiin paperisiin keinoihin, mikä hidastaa ja 

vaikeuttaa tiedon hallintaa suurina määrinä viivästyttäen tutkimuksen 

loppuanalyysia. Suurimmat syyt tähän ovat olleen kehnot ohjelmistojen laadut, 

tietotaidon puute sekä epäonnistuneet käyttöönotot organisaation tasolla.   

Tämä diplomityö esittelee Genesiksen, web-pohjaisen kliinisen 

tiedonhallintajärjestelmän tukemaan LIRA-tutkimuksen tarpeita Suomessa 

sekä Ruotsissa. Työssä esitellään kuinka Genesiksen kehityksessä on huomioitu 

tietoturva ja ketterän kehityksen periaatteet tarjoamaan ohjelmistolle 

vaivatonta käyttöä sekä lisäarvoa uudelleenkäytettävyydellä. 

Uudelleenkäytettävyyttä on tavoitettu ohjelmiston helpolla siirrettävyydellä 

tuleviin tutkimuksiin sekä yhteensopivuutta web-pohjaisten laitteiden kanssa 

yhtenäisellä rajapinnalla.  

Lisäksi, työssä esitellään Genesiksen toteutus ja pohditaan järjestelmän 

tulevaisuutta. Alustavasti Genesiksen hyödyntämisestä on kiinnostunut myös 

maailman suurin tyypin-1 diabetes tutkimus. 

 

Avainsanat: Kliinisen tiedon hallinta, REST-arkkitehtuuri, ketterä 

ohjelmistokehitys, tietoturva 
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API Application Programming Interface 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

This Master’s thesis presents the process of design and implementation of a clinical 

data management system, Genesis, to serve the data management purposes for the 

LIRA-study. In addition to representing Genesis, this thesis focuses on the challenges 

in designing, implementing and maintaining clinical data management systems in 

general.  

The primary goal of every clinical trial is to acquire a study database which is 

accurate, secure, reliable and analyzable [1]. To accomplish this, an efficient clinical 

data management is required to enable delivering on-time and with the given budget. 

Clinical data management system (CDMS) is a tool used in clinical research to 

manage and control data of a clinical trial. With the increasing amount of data, 

CDMS use has become essential in clinical trials. 

A web-based CDMS enables high-quality data capture in remote sites and real 

time tracking of study progress. To ensure both the integrity and the quality of data 

being collected from study subjects, the data requires monitoring, maintaining and 

quantification. The data verification requires strict data management plans and 

protocols to follow. Real time tracking allows the study management to observe the 

health of the study and facilitate better resource allocation. Additionally, better 

understanding of the current status of the study opens the possibility to steer the 

whole study into right direction at mid-study, if necessary.  

While the World Wide Web has rendered it possible to access to the system from 

remote locations, it also raises security concerns regarding to who can access the 

system and its data. Due to the interconnected nature of the Web, everyone can find 

and attempt to access the web pages and web applications through the Internet. This 

includes malicious users who may potentially cause harm to the system or its users 

and access confidential data. For this reason, security aspects of the software should 

be considered with care. Fortunately, information security issues have been 

acknowledged and studied for many decades already [2].  

As history has shown, adopting new technology in medical and clinical 

environment is not an easy task [3]. Simply delivering the software without proper 

adoption process such as training and educating research staff about the possibilities 

of the software, has often led into failure. We propose a new CDMS, Genesis that 

has been developed in cooperation with research staff to promote usability, 

interoperability and reusability. The high usability of the system not only lowers the 

barrier of adopting the system but also maximizes the potential of the system as users 

get most out of its features. The interoperability through uniform interface enables 

data exchange with both existing systems and makes it possible empowering of 

increasingly more common handheld gadgets. Finally, the long term benefits are 

realized by the reusability with effortless re-deployment and ease of adoption 

through usability. 

Genesis is developed in co-operation with Joona Rahko. My responsibilities focus 

on the back end design and implementation while Joona focuses on the client and 

front end usability aspects. The primary goal of Genesis is to support and handle the 

data gathered in the LIRA-study. As multinational study, where study sites are 

distributed around Finland and Sweden, it is essential to provide a product with great 

usability, reliability and maintainability.  Our plan is to deploy this system gradually; 

first in a few major cities followed with the rest on later phases. In this way, we 
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attempt to minimize the risks of distributed deployment and maximize the local 

support at the beginning. 

We set the reusability as our secondary goal. By reusability we refer to the fact 

that the system should easily be transferrable and deployable in similar future 

studies. Planning and deploying clinical trials take magnitude of efforts, which is 

why it is vital that we attempt to find ways to lessen the burden, and thus add more 

value to our system. 

The rest of the thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 introduces us to 

clinical data management, its typical process and general challenges faced. Chapter 3 

details information security starting with CIA triad followed by access control 

management and generalizes why developing secure software is hard. Chapter 4 

reveals the techniques used for gathering software requirements. Chapter 5 focuses 

on the design of back end. Chapter 6 elaborates the RESTful principles and API 

service design. Chapter 7 details implementation starting with system architecture 

and following with the rest of the server components. The evaluation of Genesis is 

presented in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 summarizes this thesis and takes stance on the 

future prospects. Finally, chapter 10 concludes this thesis. 
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2. CLINICAL DATA MANAGEMENT 
 

Clinical trials are conducted to evaluate safety and efficacy of medications or 

medical devices. In order to gain statistically significant results in practical manners, 

a large group of people is often recruited. From a scientific point of view, the 

purpose of clinical trials is to find answers to the research question by means of 

generating data for proving or disproving the hypothesis. The process of this 

handling all generated data is called clinical data management or CDM. 

CDM is the process of collecting, cleaning and management of subject data. The 

primary goal of CDM is to provide high quality data for final analysis [1]. To 

accomplish this, best practices must be adopted to ensure reliable data. Nowadays, 

this is typically facilitated by use of software applications that enable efficient data 

management.  

2.1. Collecting data 

Data collection for clinical research involves gathering variables that are relevant to 

research hypothesis. These relevant variables are then aggregated into data-collection 

forms that are usually referred as case report forms (CRF). Data collection in CRFs 

can be further categorized into primary, real-time collection of data, and secondary 

recorded data which have originated elsewhere [4]. This secondary data can be 

collected from several of sources, for instance, from electronic health records (EHR) 

or paper records.   

Focuses of EHR and research data collection differ quite a lot. The latter focuses 

only on a subset of patient information that must comply not only with the clinical 

protocol’s rules but is also captured in greater depth. The main difference in data 

entry methods is that CRFs favor structured forms to EHR’s narrative, more 

describing and general format, in order to avoid unanticipated and therefore unusable 

information collection. [4]  

Historically, CRFs were paper-based. These paper based CRFs are filled up 

according to the completion guides and later interpret by data entry clerks (DEC) and 

entered into a database. This data entry can take place minutes or even years after 

data collection depending whether data entry is performed on CDMS on site or after 

sending paper CRFs into centralized locations where the entry is done. 

There are a few common methods to do the data entry. The fastest and simplest 

alternative is single data entry. In a single data entry only one person interprets the 

CRF and enters the data into the system. The second common alternative is double 

data entry where the same data is entered by two different people and the inputs are 

compared for any potential mismatches, to identify any transcription errors. 

Variations of these basic options are not uncommon either. For example, data entry 

can be done by the same person to receive similar benefits in identifying any 

transcription errors. 

There is no one solution for every study though. Double data entry has proven to 

ensure better consistency with paper CRFs [5], but naturally, having to re-input 

everything requires more work hours and comes with more expensive price tag. Each 

study must weigh the costs and resources available and find balance between 

available resources and wanted results. 
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Alternative to manual input labor is to harness the technology in the form of 

optical character recognition (OCR) to automate the data entry mechanism. This 

naturally requires additional investments in design to reach compatible CRFs and 

appropriate reading equipment to obtain suitable recognition rates with OCR. 

More common and sophisticated option seen nowadays is direct data entry into 

CDMS via electronic CRFs. Numerous studies have shown and proved the 

superiority of EDC compared to traditional methods. On paper, Pavlović et al. 

calculated over 50 percent cost savings favoring EDC process on larger, multi-site 

studies [6]. The main source of savings was found to be the lower error rate and 

number queries resulting in less effort to clean data. 

Another comparison of EDC with the traditional paper-based approach was 

performed by Walther et al. in 2011, which showed potential of new handheld 

devices such as phones reaching similar accuracy than paper solution [7]. However, 

successful implementation of EDC was found to cumbersome task with traditional 

methods. 

Direct data entry was found to enable faster resolutions of discrepancies and 

lessening the chances for error in comparison with paper-base method. Easier access 

to the database was found to lower the cost of discrepancies to one sixth of paper 

system [3]. Other benefits are early review of high quality data which can be utilized 

for rapid decision making [8]. But the greatest advance in favor of EDC and direct 

data entry is the elimination of manual data entry at the investigator’s site. 

While the benefits in favor of EDC are clear, some disadvantages exist as well. 

Sophisticated EDC tools usually require software installation, maintaining and 

internet connection for remote entry features [3]. In modern city environments, the 

IT infrastructure requirements are often met easily making web-based solutions ideal 

as software can be delivered with a software-as-a-service (SAAS) approach, allowing 

simultaneous access on the same system without the need for software installation as, 

thus eliminating the need for installing and centralizing maintenance efforts. 

As both paper-based and electronic data capture focuses on data entered by 

research staff, the technological advancements and common devices such as 

smartphones or tablets enable reporting by the subjects themselves. Mixing the data 

collection of research staff with patient reported outcome (PRO) could open new 

methods in the future as more mature migration guidelines and standards for 

different collection methods are agreed [1]. As more public and large-scale 

alternative to PRO, crowdsourcing in health research studies show great potential 

and show promising extension to traditional clinical trial models [9].  

2.2. Cleaning data 

Collected data has to be clean to bring value to the study. Data validation and 

verification are processes where the suitability of data for the trial is confirmed. Data 

validation is the process of testing the validity in accordance to specifications in trial 

protocols. This task is commonly done by editing check programs that are written to 

identify any discrepancies in the entered data to ensure its validity within the trial. 

These validation enforcements run against the rules or logic described in the data 

validation protocol [1].  

Data validation checks can be run at very different conditions. Validation might 

get enforced just before the final lock on database or right on data entry, thus giving 

immediate feedback about erroneous input and allowing resolving the issue instantly. 
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The faster the validation is performed and entry person is notified, the easier and 

cheaper the correction process is. A study shows that built-in error checking was 

reducing the cost of discrepancy errors from as high as 60 $ (in paper managed trial) 

down to 10 $ (in EDC) [3]. 

 The correct behavior of data validation should be tested with dummy data 

containing discrepancies. The discrepancy can be defined as data which fails the set 

requirement in validation check. Typical discrepancies occur due to inconsistencies 

in data, in case of absence of data or when data is not in range of given check. If a 

discrepancy is found, the error is highlighted and a data clarification form (DCF) can 

be generated. This document contains query pertaining information about identifying 

discrepancies. These discrepancies will be sent to the investigator or research staff to 

be solved. 

Discrepancy management includes reviewing discrepancies, investigating the 

reasons and resolving them with documentary proof. The purpose of discrepancy 

management is to assist cleaning the data and gather information for deviations of 

observed data. 

Based on the types identified, discrepancies can be flagged for the data entry 

person for clarification or close by the monitor as self-evident corrections (SEC) 

without the need to send DCF back to the site. The most common example of SEC 

would be typical spelling error. For discrepancies that require clarification from the 

filler, DFC will be sent to the site. The filler will write the resolution or explain the 

circumstances that led to discrepancy data. 

2.3. Existing tools for CDM 

There is a vast amount of software tools available for data management. Most of the 

CDMSs used in pharmaceutical companies are commercial, but a few open sourced 

tools are available for use as well. Common commercial options are Oracle Clinical, 

Inform, Rave and eClinical Suite. Among the open sourced tools, a couple of 

examples are OpenCDMS, Openclinical, Clinovo, Redcap and TrialDB. In functional 

comparison, these software tools offer more or less similar tools with no significant 

advantages of one system over another [10]. [1]  

These commercial CDMS are expensive and need sophisticated information 

technology infrastructure to get them up and running. Even though, open sourced 

alternatives are free to download, usually technical support is required for setting 

them up and running. As downloading and installing might be an easy task, the 

question arises who will maintain the software and provide support. Installation and 

maintenance are not a problem with service-based models. Despite this, questions 

often arise in regard to where the data is stored geographically and who has access to 

it. 

2.4. Managing data 

The primary objective of the data management system is to provide high quality data 

by keeping the number of errors and missing data as low as possible to gather the 

maximum amount of relevant data for final analysis [11]. What this means is that not 

only directly asked data is important, but also all the descriptive metadata, data about 

data, answering the questions such as how, by whom and when was the data 
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collected. We cannot treat the captured information as high quality if we cannot 

identify its source. Therefore, maintaining an audit trail of data management 

activities is essential to help with discrepancy management and to allow secondary 

verifying of collected data.  

As clinical trials often follow very similar structure, guidelines and standards have 

been developed to assist to avoid re-inventing the wheel. Medical terminology is one 

subject where using preferred term and categorization to identify similar cases is 

desirable. Medical terminology is described further in section 2.4.1. 

Another common element among the studies is the CRF. Currently, there is no 

universal CRF-design standard, but heavy conventions and “best” practices have 

been developed. The design principles and considerations for CRF are further 

pondered in section 2.4.2 

Standardization efforts have also been taken a step further. A multidisciplinary 

non-profit organization, Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) 

[12], which focuses primarily on regulated studies, has proposed standards to support 

the acquisition, exchange, submission and archival clinical research data and their 

metadata in a unified way. This includes audit trail data, for example, about the 

individual who made a change in data, when it was done and what was changed. 

Two important standards are Study Data Tabulation Model Implementation Guide 

for Human Trials (SDTMIG) and the Clinical Acquisition Standards Harmonization 

(CDASH). The SDTMIG standard describes the detail modeling and standard 

terminologies for data and serves to guide the organization. The CDASH is covered 

in section 2.4.3. 

2.4.1. Medical terminology 

Medical coding helps in identifying and properly classifying the medical 

terminologies associated within the clinical trial.  Commonly, Medical Dictionary for 

Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) [13] is used for coding of adverse events and other 

illnesses. World Health Organization – Drug Dictionary Enhanced is used for coding 

the medications. These dictionaries contain the respective classifications of adverse 

events and drugs in the proper classes. Additional dictionaries are also available for 

data management and some larger pharmaceutical companies even utilizing 

customized dictionaries that suit their personal needs and meet their standard 

operating procedures. [1]  

However, medical dictionaries are huge. For example, in MedDRA’s five level 

hierarchical designs from generic to highly specific, the most precise level covers 

over 70 000 terms [14]. In practice, utilizing dictionaries such level of details for 

paper based systems is unpractical. Evidently, electronic mechanisms such as 

browsers must be utilized to code cases and retrieve cases. But even with electronic 

alternative, using one is challenging task. Technically, utilization requires the 

knowledge of medical terminology, understanding of disease entities and drugs used. 

Functionally, knowledge about the structure of electronic medical dictionaries and 

hierarchy of classification is also required.  Inevitably, even with assisted input, this 

leads to need for training. [1]   
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2.4.2. CRF design 

Achieving a standard or re-usable CRF would greatly reduce the design time for 

clinical trials. But only few CRFs can potentially be reused unchanged across all 

protocols. Even the seemingly common forms such as physical exam and medical 

history, unfortunately, vary vastly from protocol to protocol as the collection is 

performed in a very structured format as explicit recordings of findings. Reusable 

blocks can be attempted to find on the lower conceptual level than complete forms.  

[4]  

It is possible to achieve feasible and usable standard CRFs in firmly defined 

domain, though their content may and will change with future variations in the study 

design as new findings and revelations are done. One example of ‘standard’ CRFs is 

the respected Hamilton Depression Rating Scale originated in the 1960s as a 17-item 

questionnaire [15]. Later on, some researchers incorporated additional questions 

while others created different subsets dividing the evolution of the form [16]. Many 

proposed that standard CRFs may well meet a similar fate as time passes and long-

term stability is suggested to be one metric of a CRF-standard success [4].  

Nevertheless, one more point against the standard CRF must be raised. Users 

should not be pressured to collect parameters defined within the given CRF that are 

not directly related to a given protocol’s research objects. Not only they cost 

resources, but also violate the Good Clinical Practice guidelines [17]. Research staff 

could be instructed to ignore the inapplicable items, but then completing CRF 

requires additional training and relying on external documentation or guides. EDC 

systems can solve this dilemma by utilizing CRF-rending that performs protocol-

specific CRF customization showing only relevant collectable items specified that 

investigators have identified at design phase rather than attempting to fix the 

unnecessary complication later. [4]  

Useful general guidance can be found from CDASH and other literature on 

constructing common yes/no questions, data/time formats, scope of the CRF data 

collection and what data to pre-populate. The use of narrative definitions is highly 

emphasized by all guides. Such definitions need to be made maximally granular. 

This means that fields should be divided into separate fields because different parts 

serve different purposes. Additionally, certain items may have a discrete set of 

permissible values. The set of elements may be un-ordered (e.g. Yes, No, Maybe) or 

ordered (e.g. Low, Medium, High). The ordering matters if the answers want to be 

queried with ease. Ordered items can be easily compared for greater than 

comparison, but in case of unordered enumeration, only equality or inequality to a 

value is possible. [4]  

2.4.3. CDASH 

The current version of CDASH, v 1.1, defines the basic standards for collection of 

data in clinical trials and enlists the basic information needed for a clinical, 

regulatory and scientific perspective. The main idea of CDASH is to collect common 

CRF streams or domains for use by the pharmaceutical industry. The goal in mind 

when putting together the initial domain streams was to find out which data fields are 

essential to the analysis of clinical data, and focus only on the collection of that data 

but in a standard way. To accomplish this noble objective, CDASH provides clear 
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definitions, SDTM mappings, CRF completion instructions and additional sponsor 

information for each data element. [18]  

There are numerous of benefits with using a standard data collection methodology. 

The main benefit is standardizing the definitions for the data that is collected over 

multiple studies and re-usability of training and study documents. This will open 

doors for numerous options for reuse in the future. CDASH defines metadata that can 

be used in the cleaning of data and for handling the missing data. CDASH is valuable 

for reducing the production time for CRF design which thereafter reduces the 

training time on the sites. This is achieved with the possibility to follow similar 

practices in future studies. [19]  

The CDASH provides the same standard for both paper and electronic CRFs. Each 

stream or dataset usually represents a single CRF. For a single stream, data collection 

fields are then presented as “Highly recommended”, “Recommended/Conditional” 

and “Optional”. This works only as a guideline and each company or investigator 

must decide which of these fields they will collect in their own study. There are few 

common fields that are highly recommended on every stream. These are protocol, 

site, and subject identifier. As timing variables, only visit date is highly 

recommended. Rest of the timing variables can be either derived (e.g. visit ID) or is 

conditional (e.g. visit time). [19]  

Price also points out the interesting part of CDASH; what is left out of it. CDASH 

does not take a stance on the order of the fields. Deciding logical placements for 

collectable variables is left for the sponsor. Many code lists and formats are also 

referred, but are not defined in the documents. The CDASH document is quite long 

as itself, but multiple documents must be now utilized when planning on data 

collection. That said, this leaves the CDASH standard document independent when it 

comes to tracking versions of other documents and their contents. 

To summarize CDASH, it is not a silver bullet for data collection planning. 

However, it gives a great starting point that can and should be utilized for each 

standard collection instruction. The main benefits of adopting these standards will 

start to show with time and number of studies. Sites will benefit by being able to 

report for all studies using the same standard methods. Pharmaceutical companies 

will benefit by not having to reinvent CRFs and instructions for each protocol. 

Adopting and implementing standards raise the challenge of keeping up with them. 

This challenge is most notable in long term studies or when multiple studies are 

running simultaneously as mapping legacy data to match the new standard is often 

difficult. Sticking with the old version until a study comes to an end is one 

recommended solution. Implementation of CDASH compliant CRF be challenging 

as well. As researchers are curious by nature, Price observed that clinicians 

sometimes want to collect data that is not necessarily required for analysis but rather 

interests them personally. In addition, statisticians have their own models that do not 

fit the data and data managers are interested in standardizing the data collection from 

all sources thus complicating the selection and implementation process. [19]  

2.5. Challenges 

EDC was found to be a preferred option over traditional paper based approach as 

early as 2004 [20]. Yet, over 10 years later, both paper and electronic data collection 

methods are still used. While EDC has constantly increased its position, traditional 
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CRFs are still used when EDC is found infeasible for logistical or financial reasons 

[4].  

It is important to realize that clinical trials come in different sizes, and with 

varying number of sub-sites. Each study also has very different teams, experience, 

equipments available so there is really no one solution that fits for all. The size of the 

study and the amount of sites play a great factor when deciding the collection 

methods. In distributed multicenter studies, remote data entry offered by electronic 

CRF system may seem like the only reasonable option if sending paper CRFs 

becomes out of the question. 

Nevertheless, the trend for EDC adoption exists. One of the reasons for slow 

adapting is the existence of secondary paper-based workflow and the presence of 

traditional data collection in a large number of small-sized or start-up firms. Medium 

or large pharmaceutical firms are moving into EDC solutions or have accumulated 

implementation expertise. It is not surprising either that the traditional and evolving 

EDC may coexist on some sites. However, the existence of both methods 

simultaneously influences each other’s workflows in a hindering manner and 

complicates the standardization efforts [4].  

Welker studied this EDC adoption problem in 2006 and found several barriers and 

solutions [3]. Poor implementation has shown to be one of the biggest reasons for 

adoption delays. 46 % of respondents of international survey identified inertia or 

concern with changing with changing current processes and 40 % identified 

resistance from investigative sites to be the major reasons for adoption delays [21]. 

Key problems for implementation were identified as feedback from users, 

communication and support, motivation, timing, delivery, availability, usability and 

costs. 

It is not uncommon that developers think they know exactly what their customers 

need without asking. It is easy to presume what the customers want and as each 

organization has its own culture and methods of doing things, these assumptions 

have led many projects into failing which could have been avoided by simply asking 

what the users need and want [22]. User input should also be gathered from people 

with various roles as it was found to be important to get support from both 

management and future users as implementation and new working methods will 

slowly iterate suitable for the organization [23].  

The next in line is the communications. Communication is crucial to successful 

implementation and has to work in both ways. Proper channels must be utilized to 

reach out to daily users to inform them about the changes, new features and 

convenient feedback links must be properly created to involve users and allow them 

to reach out to IT experts. As new features are rolled out, their adoption and 

acceptance should be evaluated internally as users do not usually care about the 

feature but the benefit that it brings. For this reason, proper education and motivation 

of end-users via communication is suggested to guide the beneficial aspects of 

feature for them [3]. Demonstrations that effectively bring out the practical aspects of 

future benefits for users are great way to teach about the value of EDC system. 

But communication attempts could be wasted efforts if timing is off. The key in 

timing is to find a proper time where staff is less busy and more adaptive in learning 

new tools and skills. Welker suggests that beginning of the clinical trial is a great 

place as subjects are not visiting regularly and data collection processes do not have 

to be changed mid-study counter-productively [3].  
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Now that the Internet has become more accessible around the world, web solutions 

are rolling as an ideal method for deploying EDC. Web-based solutions do not 

require other delivery, installation and local maintenance than high-speed internet 

and modern web browsers. The simple login system enables multiple users to 

simultaneously work on the same system with access to supportive guides such as 

study documents increasing productivity and data integrity [24]. Additionally, having 

a single server makes maintaining the system simpler. 

As web-based solution comes with many benefits, adequate technology is required 

on each site. In today’s norms, sufficient PCs are often found on clinical centers in 

developed world, but internet accessibility might cause problems in rural areas. As 

not all sites are equal, the technological availabilities should be verified before 

attempting large enrollments in the study [3].  

The successful implementation of EDC would not be anything without usable 

system. After the users have been educated about to possibilities and potential of the 

system they should be able to use it as well. Users do not want to browse through 

massive manuals, but rather use software that is designed for them with the language 

they are used to and visual cues that make interface intuitive [3]. The graphical user 

interface is the gateway for tools that users may use, but only will, if they can find 

them and know how to use them. 

Although reasons mentioned above are key elements to deliver successful 

implementations, cost is the first thing that drives the interested ones away. As 

research on itself does not generate any revenue for the conductor, the new EDC 

system must convince that the system will reduce the overall research costs, both in 

accuracy management and in delivery speed to get the drug accepted to markets and 

therefore justifying the initial investments into the system in the long run. [25] 

In summary, it must be recognized that software cannot simply be sold to large 

clinical trial sites, but successful adaptation requires careful planning, collaboration 

and execution of the implementation process with all relevant stakeholders on a site. 
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3. INFORMATION SECURITY 

Information security provides means to protect valuable data. Information security 

means protecting information and information system from unauthorized access, use, 

recording, modifications, destruction or disruption in order to provide confidentiality, 

integrity, and availability (CIA). When applied to computing devices, this is also 

known as computer security. The purpose of computer security is to protect an 

organization’s valuable resources. This is obtained by selecting and applying 

appropriate safeguards to help the organization’s mission by protecting its reputation, 

financial resources and other tangible and intangible resources [26].  

Many people seem to be in search for a silver bullet for information security. 

Latest and shiniest tools are expected to wipe away any security problems. Security 

issues tend to be complex and rarely solved by simply applying a piece of 

technology,  but rather require proper characterization the true nature of the 

underlying reasons from an organizational perspective as most security issues usually 

boil down to more organizational or business issues [27].  

3.1. CIA triad 

The security of a computer-based information system should, by design, protect 

the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the system [2]. Figure 1 demonstrates 

the dilemma that when you enhance the two of the principles, confidentiality and 

availability for example, the third, integrity, will have its factor lessened, inevitably. 

 

 
Figure 1. CIA triad. 

 

Confidentiality means the concealment of data and its existence. Confidentiality 

protects from intentional or accidental attempts to perform unauthorized reads to data 

[28].  Various reasons and needs for keeping information secret exist. Laws and 

regulations may force secrecy or privacy concerned citizen wish to keep their data 

private. Patient data is naturally a subject for high confidentiality as you may not 

want your neighbors reading about your last visit at the doctor. 

Data integrity refers to the matter that data has not been altered in an unauthorized 

manner [28].  As an analogy, you do not want anyone tampering your online 

purchases with a credit card. In addition, as an indirect application of integrity, if one 

can prove that no alteration has been done, originality of data and signature of 

original creator can be labeled on the data. 
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Both confidentiality and data integrity fully apply to data in storage, during 

processing and while in transit. Once the damage has been done or in this case loss of 

confidentiality or data integrity, claims for authenticity or privacy cannot be justified 

anymore. For this reason, a standard must be maintained for the whole data life-cycle 

if one wants to reach for higher goals of information security. 

Availability means protection from intentional or accidental attempts to delete data 

unauthorized or cause denial of service for data [28]. Data or service must be 

available on some level to be useful. Consider a tape left at moon by last astronauts 

visited. Now, retrieving it would take enormous financial investments, making its 

availability non-existent on a practical level. Safety can be reached at variety of 

ways, but the cost of achieving security with the loss of CIA principles should be 

considered carefully [28].  

Realizing that not all principles of CIA triad cannot be reached at once, many 

security practices often focus on mitigating the loss attributes balancing the security 

level for their organization’s needs and offerings. First in line is the protection 

against loss of confidentiality. Tools for this commonly utilized are access control 

and encryption. With access control policy, users are required to authenticate first in 

order to get access granted for resource thus enforcing the confidentiality of the 

system. Encryption converts plain text into ciphered data which protects data from 

unauthorized snoopers assuming strong encryption is chosen. [29]  

Hashing can be used to ensure integrity. A hash is a number that can be calculated 

from a file or data string with a hashing algorithm. An important property of a hash 

function is that it will always calculate the same value as long as the data has not 

changed. This hashing technique can be utilized by the detection system. If the 

detection system notices that hash of the file has changed, the file has lost integrity 

and proper actions can be taken. Another application for hashes is the digital 

signature. The hash is calculated before sending and sent with the message. When 

received, the hash is calculated again and compared to original, sent hash. If the 

hashes are different, the message integrity has been lost. As a result, Digital signature 

provides authentication and protects against loss of integrity. [29]  

Primary methods against loss of availability are fault tolerance, redundancy and 

backups. Fault tolerance enables system to handle faults and continue to operate. 

Redundancy means duplicating systems on a server or drive level example. In case of 

error, another copy can take over and continue. The purpose of backups is to enable 

data restoring if the original data becomes corrupted. [29]  

3.2. Security policy 

Any discussion of mechanisms to enforce computer security must involve a 

particular security policy that specifies the security goals the system must meet and 

the threats it must resist. Imprecise or conflicting assumptions about desired policies 

to reach the security goals are found often to confuse discussion about computer 

security mechanisms [30].  

Common mechanisms such as identification and authorization of users, audit log 

information generation are generally well understood, but understanding the 

motivation behind policies is paramount of importance. In a commercial 

environment, prevention of disclosure is often important, but preventing 

unauthorized data modification is noted more importance. For example, on core of 

management and accounting for assets, preventing a fraud and error is primary goal, 
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resulting in enforcing integrity rather than the privacy of the information. In 

comparison to commercial environment, military security policy usually revolves 

around confidentiality. This means that high-level information is classified and 

protected from unauthorized disclosure of declassification. Confidentiality is set on 

highest security goal priority in military security policy as leaking top-secret 

document would have disastrous effects. [30]  

Security policies should be carefully evaluated to meet the needs of every 

organization. Security policy defines what is secure for the system and describes how 

people access documents and information. As integrity is often great importance in 

non-military security policies, two basic mechanisms are presented to prevent fraud 

and error: separation of duty and well-formed transaction [30]. Separation of duty 

divides the responsibility to multiple people; resulting one person should not be able 

to complete any malevolent activities alone. The concept of the well-formed 

transaction tackles on the idea that users should not manipulate data arbitrarily, but 

only in constrained ways with wrapped tools that preserve or ensure the integrity of 

data. A common mechanism is to log all actions for later audition possibility. 

3.3. Access Control 

Access control can be described as a selective restriction of access to a place or other 

resource in both physical and virtual fields. The purpose of access control is to limit 

the actions or operations to a legitimate set that system can perform. Access control 

constraints what a user can do directly, as well as what programs executing on behalf 

of the users are allowed to do. With this, the access control seeks to prevent activity 

which could lead to breach of security. Access controls means ability to control or 

deny access to a different resource based on whom or what is accessing it. [31]  

Security engineers have developed a number of abstractions over the years for 

dealing with access control. The most fundamental of realization is the fact that all 

resources controlled by a computer system can be represented by a data stored in 

objects. Therefore, protection of objects is crucial requirement, which in turn 

facilitates protection of other resources via the computer system and simplifies the 

model. [31]  

In the basic access control model, visualized in figure 2, subjects initiate actions on 

objects. These actions are permitted or denied in accord with the authorization 

established in the system. Authorization is expressed in terms of access rights or 

access modes. The meaning of access rights depends on the object in question. For 

files, typical access rights are Read, Write and Execute. An object such as bank 

account could have access rights Inquiry, Deposit and Withdraw corresponding to 

basic operations that can be performed on an account. [31]  

All permission can be then gathered on the on a conceptual model called the 

access matrix. The access matrix specifies the rights that each subject possesses for 

each object. The task of access control is to ensure that only those operations 

authorized by the access matrix actually get executed. This is achieved by means of a 

reference monitor, which is responsible for mediating all attempted operations by 

subjects to objects. [31]  
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Figure 2. The basic access control model. 

 

Typical steps for implementing access control are authentication, authorization and 

auditing.  These are discussed in the following sub-sections. 

3.3.1. Authentication 

The first step in access control model is authentication. Identification occurs when a 

user states his name or username and authentication occurs when claimed identity is 

proved by some additional data or entity. Permissions and privileges can be then 

granted to users based on their proven identity [32].  

Authentication ways or factors of authentication can be divided into three 

categories: something the user has, something the user knows or something the user 

is. Table 1 lists examples, strengths and weaknesses of these authentication factors.  

 

Table 1. Three factors of authentication [32]. 

Factor 
Additional 

data 
Example Strengths Weaknesses 

Biometric 
Something 

user is 

Fingerprint, 

iris 

Always available,  

hard to steal 

False recognitions and 

false rejections issues 

Item 
Something 

user has 
Key, card Hard to tamper Can be lost or stolen 

Knowledge 
Something 

user knows 

Password, 

PIN 
Only exists in mind Weak passwords 

 

Each of these authentication methods comes with their own strengths and 

weaknesses. Password-based authentication is the most commonly seen 

authentication methods in web environment probably due to its simple 

implementation. It provides rather strong authentication given that passwords are 

chosen carefully and not written or shared around other systems. 

To reach stronger levels of security, two or more of the factors listed in table 1 has 

to be combined. The most commonly used 2-factor combination is knowledge 

(password), combined with some other source of information, such as a security 

token. Combination on other levels can increase the security as well. When 

combined with physical access control, location can be also added into factors as 

users might have to use the specific terminal in specific locations. This allocates 

some of the authentication problem into physical level where enforcing security is 

more straightforward [32].  
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3.3.2. Authorization 

Authorization is the process of the system trying to determine whether or not the user 

has permission to use a resource. Authorization is usually coupled with the 

authentication, so that system knows who the user requesting access is.  

Common ways to implement access matrix is by means of access control lists or 

capabilities. In access control lists, each object is associated with own list indicating 

for each subject in the system the accesses the subject is authorized to execute on the 

object. Implementation of access control lists is visualized in figure 3. This approach 

corresponds to storing the matrix by columns. [31]  

 

 
Figure 3. Example of access control lists. 

 

Capabilities are a similar approach to access control lists. Each subject is 

associated with a list, called the capability list, indicating for each object in the 

system, the accesses the subject is authorized to execute on the object. This approach 

corresponds to storing the access matrix by rows and is shown in figure 4. [31]  

 

 
Figure 4. Example of a capabilities based access control. 

3.3.3. Audit trail 

It is also important to understand that access control is not a complete solution for 

securing systems. It must be coupled with auditing. Audit control concerns a 
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posteriori analysis of all requests and activities of users in the system. Auditing 

requires logging of all user requests and activities for their later examination. Audit 

controls are useful both as a deterrent (users may be discouraged from attempting 

violations if they are aware that all their requests leave a trail) as well as a means to 

analyze the users’ behavior in using the system to find out about possible attempted 

or actual violations. Alternatively, behavior analysis can be utilized to discover 

common usage patterns of users. Finally, auditing is essential to ensure that 

authorized users do not misuse their privileges; in other words, to hold users 

accountable for their actions. Effective auditing requires that good authentication is 

in place [31].  

Logging every access, successful or not, to audit log may seem appealing as it 

follows eventually all actions could affect system’s security. As tempting it sounds, 

total logging has two major problems: such a log would be enormous and reduce 

system’s performance and finding useful information becomes infeasible. 

Access control in data management activities is crucial in clinical trials. The audit 

trail can be utilized for managing discrepancies and verify data integration. The 

medical staff is usually given user accounts to the CDMS according to their roles and 

responsibilities. These accounts have limited access to only necessary functionalities 

to complete tasks by roles and responsibilities. The auditing system captures any 

changes permitted by the system and keeps record of what was changed, who was 

responsible for the change and, time and date of the event. With this auditing data, it 

is later possible to verify the discrepancy management process and pinpoint any 

unauthorized or false changes committed into database enforcing the integrity [1].  

3.4. Developing secure software 

Despite significant advances in computer security, information in computers is more 

vulnerable than ever. Each major technological advancement in computing raises 

new security threats that require new security solutions. And the fact is that 

technology evolves faster than new solutions for security can be developed. [33]  

Vulnerability is a weakness in system security requirements, design, 

implementation or operation that may be triggered accidentally or intentionally 

exploited resulting in a violation of system’s security policy. What this means is that 

it is necessary to get both the design and the implementation spot on to enable 

security as vulnerabilities can be created as side effect of design flaws or bugs. As 

technological advancements continue to evolve rapidly, understanding of typical 

pitfalls and paradigm of security reasoning may help with choosing acceptable 

security solutions. Gasser has listed general reasons why implementation of security 

lags behind of technological advancements [33].  

The first statement is that security is fundamentally difficult. Getting it both right 

and correct with software development is hard task. How many large software 

systems are correct and bug-free?  It is easy to create secure systems by making 

everything hardly available by enforcing extremely strict policies but users want 

usable systems.  

Despite the bugs left in the system, most are not fatal and can be bypassed by 

proper actions not limiting the functionality of the system. But some bugs might 

occur on security mechanisms, meaning enabling the circumvention of security 

mechanism. This is naturally highly unwanted, but with reasonable techniques, 

reasonably high assurance of the effectiveness of security controls can be attained by 
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lowering the value of successful penetration not worth the effort by making the job 

risky and costly. The important factor here is not the likelihood of flaw, but the 

likelihood that penetrator will find one. [33]  

The second point raised is that security is an afterthought. As features, appearance 

and usability are often the key selling points for new customers this often leaves 

security to be considered in later days. Security is then attempted to patch over the 

bright features instead of addressing the fundamental reasons actually causing the 

vulnerabilities in the first place. 

Third point suggests that security is hindrance. People often see security as a 

nuisance and the goals of software security and usability conflicting. This is often the 

result of the fact that security only considered after bringing in the features rather 

than taking in the consideration right on the design. However, false solutions may 

also harm the progress. False solutions can give the sense of security without actually 

solving the security problems. This is very problematic as the overall progress 

toward achieving good security stops once the people think they have the correct 

answer. The use of proper solutions, but in the wrong context is not uncommon as 

only few people have a good understanding of security; it is easy to get confused by 

seemingly good solutions. 

Finally, last argument points out the pessimistic perspective as true, perfect 

computer security cannot never achieved in practice, why should even bother. This 

boils down to risk management again [33]. As proper design and construction 

techniques for secure development does not exist yet, Saltzer et al. have gathered 

eight examples of design principles from experience gathered in table 2. This list was 

written 40 years ago but remains still valid to this day.  

 

Table 2. Eight design principles for secure development [34].  

Principle Description 

Economy of 

mechanism 

Simple designs are easier to get correct. Simple design allows fewer 

ways to get either design or implementation wrong. With simple 

design there are fewer components involved which make thorough 

testing easier. 

Fail-safe 

defaults 

Access should be denied by default and base on permission rather 

than exclusion. When safety is based on exclusion, the actions of 

requesters are allowed by default, leaving the system vulnerable in 

erroneous scenarios.  

Least 

privilege 

Every user or program running on behalf of user, should work with 

the least privilege for its task. Tasks that require temporarily higher 

access rights, should have additional rights revoked immediately 

afterwards. The benefit of running with least privilege is to minimize 

impact of the realization of defect, accidental or not. 

Complete 

mediation 

Every access request must be authorized. When systematically 

applied, this creates the concrete foundation for security.  

Separation of 

privilege 

A security mechanism requiring multiple conditions to be met before 

granting access to the object. Meeting two or more unrelated 

conditions is more robust than just single condition responsibility and 

enables better protection against a single security breach. 

Open design 

Security of the system should not depend on hidden design or 

implementation as these can be scooped with adequate black-box 

analysis and reverse-engineering. 
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Least 

common 

mechanism 

Minimize the amount of shared mechanisms among the users. Every 

shared mechanism between users represents a potential path to an 

information leak. 

Psychological 

acceptability 

As humans are often the weakest links in security, human interaction 

with the system, especially the security aspects should be made as 

easy as possible. 

3.5. The human factor in IT security 

Addressing the psychological principle from table 2, the weakest link in many 

security systems is the person using it. This is especially true in computer security 

systems where controls can be circumvented by human intervention. Combine this 

with social engineering and security might be just be merely an illusion.  

Social engineering is psychological manipulation of people into actions or 

revealing confidential information. Social engineering attacks can succeed when 

people are foolish or just ignorant about good security practices [35]. As developers 

continually invert better security mechanisms making it increasingly harder to 

exploit technical vulnerabilities, attackers will seek for the path of least resistance 

and turn more into exploiting the human element. The security is said not to be a 

product, but rather process dealing not only with technology but involving people 

and management [35].  

In addition to social engineering, lack of training and honest mistakes can both 

significantly weaken the security systems. Lack of training may cause security 

policies, such as creation and verification of backups, not to be followed. Honest 

mistakes are the worse the more power over security policies are wielded by the 

mistaken person. Incorrectly implemented password policy may cause the entire 

organization to have weak passwords and therefore making the whole organization 

easier target for attacks.  

The importance of including human factors with security policy considerations is 

fortified by a recent study which points that carelessness of employees was found to 

be the second highest cause for data breach with 31 percent stake as illustrated in 

figure 5. The highest factor was the expected malicious or criminal attacks with 44 

percent leaving both IT and business failures responsible for the remaining 25 

percent. These results have stayed consistent with the figures from prior years. [36]  

 

 
Figure 5. Distribution of the benchmark sample by root cause of data breach [36]. 
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3.6. Security evaluation 

The purpose of security testing is to reveal flaws in the security mechanisms. Due to 

logical limitations of security testing, security cannot be proven to be correct or 

perfect, but rather as being on satisfactory level or having vulnerabilities. Penetration 

testing is one common method to simulate an attack by malicious party and explore 

for vulnerabilities, but proper penetration testing is often out of scope for other than 

larger companies as it requires a lot of resource investments.  

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) [37] is a worldwide non-

profit charitable organization focused improving the security on software. They have 

published dozens of guides to implement security properly and listed most common 

threats in the Web environment. The newest top 10 threats listing from 2013 (also 

seen in table 3) shows the modern Web’s most common risks, their easiness for 

exploitability, prevalence, detectability, impact on technical level with prevention 

mechanisms.  

Table 3. OWASP Top 10 2013 threats. [38], [39], [40], [41] 

Risk Exploitability Prevalence Detectability Impact Prevention mechanisms 

Injection Easy Common Average Severe 
ORM as database 
abstraction layer 

Broken authentication Average Widespread Average Severe 
TLS and protecting server 
side secret key 

XSS Average 
Very 

Widespread Easy Moderate Systematic HTML escaping 

Insecure Direct Object 
Reference Easy Common Easy Moderate 

Unguessable URLs or 
proper authentication 

Security 
misconfiguration Easy Common Easy Moderate No silver bullet 

Sensitive data 
exposure Difficult Uncommon Average Severe 

Proper data encryption, 
salting credentials 

Function level access 
control Easy Common Average Moderate 

Holistic approaches and 
comprehensive testing 

CSRF Average Common Easy Moderate JWT 

Insecure components Average Widespread Difficult Moderate Staying up to date 

Unvalidated redirects Average Uncommon Easy Moderate Whitelisting IPs 

Most common threats such as injection attempts and Cross Site Scripting (XSS) can 

be prevented by using tools and frameworks that systemically take sanitizing efforts 

in order to escape unsafe components. Securing connection over HTTPS protects 

against session hijacking and man-in-the-middle attacks strengthening the 

confidentiality of communication. But as table 3 points out, there is not a systematic 

solution for every threat such as security misconfiguration or components with 

known vulnerabilities. While it is possible to validate configuration with some tools, 

however, as each application has different business and security goals, some aspects 

require following of best practices and deeper absorbing of documentation. For 

security susceptible components, staying up to date with security related updates 

seems most successful approach.  

As it is impossible to gain protection against every threat it is best to attempt to 

minimize the risk, the factorial of likelihood and impact, with the resources available 

at the moment. It is equally important to repeat security review again in future as 

threats, security attitudes and available resources evolve as time passes to gain 

optimal equivalent for the security investments [42].  
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4. ELICITATION OF SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  
 

Gathering software requirements is a communication problem. It is a negotiation 

between those who want new software and those who will build the new software. 

To succeed, a project relies on the information in the heads of very different people. 

On one side are customers, users and possibly various experts from different domains 

and on the other side is the technical team. If either side should dominate the 

negotiations, the project will fail. [43]  

What should the requirement specification contain? The basic idea is simple. It 

should specify the input and output of the system. However, in reality, requirements 

have to be specified on higher levels as systems get more complex. Requirements 

describe what is to be done, but do not state how they are implemented. [44]  

Requirements are often categorized into two categories: functional and non-

functional categories. Functional requirements specify the input and output for each 

interface. Non-functional requirements specify how well the system performs its 

intended functions. These are often referred by quality requirements. 

Quality requirements define the performance, usability and maintainability 

characteristics of the system. Performance can be described in terms of efficiency, 

expected response times, resource usage and data storage constraints. Usability 

focuses on efficiency with new users, learnability and efficiency with daily users that 

are accustomed to the system already. Maintainability refers to repairing inevitable 

defects and adding new functionality to support grow and environmental changes. 

However, as important as non-functional requirements are, they often are difficult to 

specify or estimate. Therefore, these are often considered as soft constraints as even 

if the quality requirements are not fulfilled, the system may still be used. 

4.1. Gathering software requirements 

The traditional method of gathering software requirements is through requirements 

engineering, which is an engineering process with the goal to identify, analyze, 

document and validate requirements for the system to be developed. The aim of 

requirements engineering is to assist in what to build before system development 

starts in order to prevent costly rework. The whole idea is based on two major 

assumptions: The later mistakes are discovered, the more expensive they become to 

fix, and that it is possible to determine a stable set of requirements before system 

design and implementation starts [45].  

However, software has been developed for centuries by now and we have learned 

that we cannot perfectly predict a software development project. The change is 

inevitable as the users see early versions of the software they come up with new 

ideas and change their opinions.  

We must face the fact that changes might and will come and base decisions on the 

information we have available at the moment. We must spread the decision-making 

across the duration of the project instead of trying to lock everything down at the 

very beginning. In order to do this, we need to have a process that gets us 

information right on from the beginning and as often as possible. 

Agile methods shift the emphasis from adaptive rather than predictive. With 

traditional methods, most of the software is planned in detail for large time frame. 

Agile methods are people-oriented rather than process-oriented, relying on people’s 
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expertise and competency rather than document-centric processes that are hard to 

communicate to the customer. [43]  

4.1.1. User stories 

Features that provide business value to customer are collected as a user story. These 

stories hold multiple purposes: reminding about valuable features, holding 

implementation details from conversations and describing tests that express 

successful implementation. An example of a user story is “A subject can confirm 

scheduled visit online.” However, not everything can adequately be represented as 

stories. Usually these will represent the system’s non-functional requirements. 

 Acceptance tests are created from the conveyed tests in user story. Acceptance 

testing is the process of verifying that stories developed such that each works exactly 

the way the customer team expected it to work. Tests should be written as early as 

possible in the development cycle. Writing tests early is extremely helpful because 

customer team’s expectations and assumptions are communicated earlier to the 

developers. Tests also remind developers about expected requirements that might 

otherwise have been forgotten. 

Although, if user stories are just artifacts and placeholders for development, why 

should they be collected and rather than just skipping straight into writing 

requirements documents. Cohn shows that user stories have numerous advantages 

over alternative approaches [43]. User stories emphasize verbal communication over 

written which lead important decisions not captured on documents that are unlikely 

to be read. Furthermore, user stories are comprehensive for both customer and 

developer. In addition, they are the right size for planning and work very well for 

iterative development as details in stories can be increased or decreased. This 

mutability encourages deferring detail until better understanding has been acquired 

allowing reconsideration whether the feature is actually needed and thus helping to 

focus on value bringing features. Finally, important aspects about stories can be 

captured in automated testing, which can be run frequently to validate the system. 

[43]   

The iterating process allows incremental refinement of the system. A feature can 

be added into system, recognizing it is incomplete and weak in some areas. These 

incomplete features can be further improved until satisfaction from the customer is 

reached. With each iteration, the software is improved by increasing detail. Stories 

support iterative development well because it is possible to iterate over them 

similarly. This ability to iterate over a story set that allows stories to encourage the 

deferring of detail. Because we can write a placeholder epic today, there is no need to 

write stories about the parts of a system until close when those parts will be 

developed. Deferring details is important because it allows us not to spend time 

thinking about a new feature until we are positive that the feature is needed. Stories 

discourage us from pretending we know and write everything in advance. 

In agile projects, we acknowledge the necessity that it is impossible to gather all 

user stories at one pass. Additionally, there is also a time dimension to stories: the 

relevance of stories changes based on the passage of time and on what stories were 

added to the product in prior iterations. Because stories will be evolving, coming, 

and going throughout the project, we need a set of techniques for gathering them that 

can be used iteratively [43].  
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4.1.2. Techniques 

The main techniques for gathering requirements from stakeholders were user 

interviews and observations. The user interview is the typical approach for this task. 

Various users were chosen to fill different user roles. Common mistakes such as 

asking close-ended questions and suggestive questions were avoided.  

We practiced the habit of recording interviews. This allowed us to fully focus on 

discussion and interaction with the interviewee rather than stopping write down the 

conversation and thoughts. Later, we were able to relisten the interview from the 

recorder and write down only the essential user stories and getting more rather brief 

interview session. 

In addition to interviews, less verbal, observational techniques were found to be 

useful. Pure observations, rather than asking, often reveal new insights that are hard 

to express verbally and show the different ways-of-thinking. It is common to just ask 

what users want, implement the desired feature and evaluate the implementation but 

never actually assess fact that did the implementation satisfy the needs of the users. 

Applying the use of observational techniques was also found to lead into new details 

in stories. 

Observational techniques also support the idea of that capturing requirements is 

the wrong mentality.  By thinking in terms of capturing requirements, this often leads 

into false assumptions that the users already know all the requirements that they want 

and that captured requirements can be locked and will remain unchanged through 

time. As time passes and prototypes are shown, customer’s wants and needs may 

change. 

4.2. Evaluation of stories 

Planning should be aiming for value considering what the users need. Simply 

generating a list of things we think they want and then scheduling the development 

of those features is not enough. In order to achieve the best combination of product 

features, schedule, and cost requires considerations of the cost and the value of the 

user’s stories. There is rarely enough time to do everything, so we need to prioritize 

the working order by value. Four primary factors are suggested when prioritized. 

These factors are financial value of having the feature, the cost of developing and 

supporting the feature, amount and significance of learning and knowledge created 

from development and lastly, amount of risk removed by developing the feature. [43]  

4.3. Usage scenarios and use cases. 

Later on, essential user stories will be rewritten into use cases. Use cases are 

designed to be more permanent artifacts of the development process than user stories. 

These use cases specify the functional and non-functional requirements of the system 

that are listed at 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. An example use case for the system is 

demonstrated in table 5. Additional usage scenario can be added to include the 

context of the use case. This scenario can be found from table 3 below. 
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Table 4. Scenario for use case 1. 

Scenario 1. 

Mary is an older research study nurse. She is attempting to log into the Genesis-

system, but cannot remember her credentials. Mary looks around on the login page 

for support number, but finds a page for forgotten password retrieval. She follows 

retrieval link and is prompted to type her email for password reset token. Within a 

few minutes of typing her email she receives an email from the system with a 

password reset link. Clicking the link forwards Mary into a password reset page 

where she can type a new password for her account. She is glad she did not have to 

contact support for such an easy job. 

 

From this scenario 1, we can create a use cases that would support this scenario 

and possibly very similar alternatives. The optimistic progress of use case is 

demonstrated in table 5. 

 

Table 5. Use case 1 (forgotten password reset). 

Step Description 

1 “User” enters the login page 

2 “User” chooses the ‘forgot my password’ –option 

3 “User” is prompted to type in their email 

3.1 “System” verifies the input email 

3.2 If the email belongs to any user, an email with instruction and password reset 

link is sent to given email 

4 “User” opens the sent link in email 

4.1 “User” is forwarded to the password reset page 

5 “User” enters a new password twice 

5.1 If the passwords match, the password for the “User” has been successfully 

changed. 

5.2 “User” is forwarded to login page as logged out. 

 

In the next scenario (table 6) we describe a very similar intent, but very different 

starting position. As in previous use case, the primary user could not remember her 

password, in the next use case (table 7) the password is known and this results in a 

very different path, although the intent to change the password is the same.  

 

Table 6. Scenario for use case 2. 

Scenario 2 

Hannu is a young, tech-fanatic research study nurse. Hannu just read an article about 

massive password leak from his favorite forum site and decides to update his 

password at the Genesis-system. Since Hannu remembers his credentials, he can 

easily log into the Genesis-system and navigate to page, where he can change his 

password. The change process is quick and he gets a notification about successfully 

changed the password.  
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Table 7. Use case 2 (Change password). 

Step Description 

1 “User” logs into “System”. 

2 “User” navigates to ‘change password’ page. 

3 
“User” is prompted to type in their old password once and set the new 

password twice. 

3.1 “System” verifies the old password. On mismatch return to step 3. 

3.2 
“System” checks that the twice entered password matches. On mismatch 

return to step 3. 

4 “User has successfully changed their old password to new password. 

4.1 “User” is forwarded to the main page.  

 

In this process, we gathered use cases from the users. Starting from abstract epics, 

iterating over as user stories forming usage scenarios describing use cases to agree on 

specification. In figure 6 we see the all use cases collectively. 

 

Figure 6. Use cases for the system. 

 

User roles seen in the use case diagram are represented in a hierarchical manner. This 

means that monitor, inherits all the functionality that basic user has in addition to his 

own private functionality, such as creating queries and accepting entries. Users on 

the same level, such as a data entry clerk and monitor do not share other 

functionalities than what has been inherited from their common abstract basic user. 
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For example, data entry clerk does not have access to prime investigator’s export 

data functionalities. The subject user has only one functionality, filling public forms.  

One user can perform the activities of multiple roles as well. This can be achieved 

via assigning multiple roles, such as data entry clerk and prime investigator for one 

user. In such scenario, the user will be able to enter data as data entry clerk and 

export data as prime investigator. Though, it should bear in mind that all activities 

should be performed with least privilege possible to minimize potential damage 

caused by mistakes and to minimize possible abuse. 

4.4. System requirements 

Functional requirements describe the functionalities the system must support. These 

functionalities have been derived from use cases. Table 8 lists the functional 

requirements categorized by their primary user. 

 

Table 8. The functional requirements of the system 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. Users 
a. User should be able to be created/deleted. 

b. Forgotten user passwords should be able to be retrieved. 

c. Users should be able to change their password. 

d. Users should be able to be banned from accessing the system. 

2. Authentication (Access Management) 
a. Users should be able to authenticate themselves. Authentication is done 

via username and password. Correct credentials provide the client with 

a token, which is used to access resources. 

3. Authorization (Access Management) 
a. On each request, the system needs to verify that the user is authorized 

to access the requested resource. 

4. Manage user privileges (Access Management) 
a. User roles should be able to be set. Roles define access rights. 

b. User group should be able to be set to a user. Groups have group 

specific privileges. 

5. Trials (Study Management)  

a. Trials should be able to be created/modified/deleted. 

b. Trials should be able to be given details such as description and 

duration. 

6. Visits (Study Management) 
a. Visits should be able to be created and linked to a protocol. Visits 

contain the CRFs. 

b. Visit details such as description and date should be able to be set. 

7. Forms/CRFs (Study Management) 

a. CRFs should be able to be created/modified/deleted. 
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b. CRFs should be able to linked to visits. 

c. Each CRF should have an audit log that shows the modifications done 

to a given CRF. 

8. Variables (Study Management) 
a. Variables should be able to be created/modified/duplicated /deleted. 

b. Variable validation rules should be able to be set. 

9. Study sites (Study Management) 
a. Study sites should be able to be created/deleted. 

b. Study site is a consortium of users, users should be able to be linked 

and unlinked to study sites. 

10. Subjects (Study Management) 
a. Subjects should be able to be created/modified/deleted. 

b. Subjects should be able to be mass-imported from a data source. 

c. Subjects should be able to be linked to a study site. 

11. CRF entry 
a. Data should be able to be entered into CRFs. CRFs should be able to be 

submitted. 

b. CRFs’ should be editable for t amount of time after the form has been 

submitted, which after it is locked and pending for monitor approval. 

12. CRF validation 

a. Entry validation (client) 

Client should validate the entries in real-time according to the set 

validation rules. 

b. Form submit validation (client) 

Client should validate that all of the required fields have been entered 

on clicking the submit button. 

c. Form validation (server) 

Server should validate that all of the required data has been received, 

and that all of the data is in correct format. 

d. Form validation (monitor) 

  Monitor should be able to validate that the CRF entry. 

13. CRF verification 
a. Monitor should be able to flag invalid CRFs. 

b. Monitor should be able to verify a CRFs. 

14. Audit trail 

a. System should store what changes have been done to a CRF. 

b. System should store who made the changes, and when. 

15. Calendar 
a. Calendar events should be able to be created/modified/deleted. 

16. Metadata collection 

a. Metadata should be collected on who enters or validates the CRF, how 

long it took to enter or validate the CRF and so forth. 
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17. Printing  

a. User should be able to print out a completed CRF, as well as an empty 

CRF. 

18. Communication  
a. Users should be able to send messages to each other. 

b. Users should be able to read messages from one another. 

c. Administrators should be able to send messages to all system users. 

19. Data export  
a. All data should be able to be exported to Excel, CSV, SPSS or similar 

formats. 

20. Study Overview  

a. Authorized users should be able to view, at what phase the trial is at 

(how many tasks have been completed and so forth) 

 

The functionalities or constraints that cannot be represented as functionalities are 

described as non-functional requirements in table 9. These requirements have been 

divided into the following categories: usability, reliability, performance, 

supportability, implementation, operation and packaging. 

 

 

Table 9. The non-functional requirements of the system.  

NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

1. Usability 
a. The system should use language that is intuitive to the users. 

b. The system should have workflows that mirror those of real-life. 

c. The system should use widgets that are intuitive to the users. 

2. Reliability 
a. The system should not have downtime during regular working hours. 

b. The system should not lose data after CRF submission. 

c. The system should make sure that all data is stored in correct format; 

strings as strings and numbers as numbers. 

d. The system should make sure that required data has been entered. 

e. The system should disallow users from modifying locked CRFs. 

f. The system should handle exceptions and announcing them to the user. 

3. Performance 
a. The system should be responsive. 

b. The system should support at least 30 concurrent users. 

c. The system should have high scalability. 

4. Supportability 
a. The system should be able to be ported later to a mobile phone or 

tablet. 

b. The system should be maintained by a person with a proficiency in 

information technology. 

c. The system should easily be extendable. 
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5. Implementation 
a. Software should be web-based as users will be at various different 

locations. 

b. The users’ browsers should have JavaScript enabled. 

c. The users should have up-to-date browsers. 

d. The source code should be commented and understandable for easy 

maintainability. 

e. All crucial functions of the software should be unit and e2e tested. 

6. Operation 
a. The system will be maintained by Olli Okkonen &Joona Rahko. 

7. Packaging 
a. The software will be delivered to end-users in a software-as-a-service 

based model. This means only modern browsers, Internet connection 

and JavaScript is required. 

8. Safety, Security & Privacy 

a. The system should not be able to be accessed by unauthorized users. 

b. The system should have high minimum password requirements and 

users should be trained on selecting unique passwords. 

c. The system should be immune to most common security threats such 

as CSRFs and XSS. 

d. Data should be maintained on a separate database server, protected by 

a firewall. 
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5. BACK-END DESIGN 
 

Back-end design reflects the gathered requirements from previous chapter 4. In this 

chapter, we start by illustrating the conceptual design of Genesis and service between 

clients and server. Afterwards, CRF design, trial protocol and trial orchestrating are 

covered before demonstrating validation, verification and audit trail processes. 

5.1. Conceptual design 

Figure 7 shows the conceptual system design of Genesis. Genesis follows typical 

client-server architectural style, where server components serve the requests of 

clients. At each study site, only a computer with a modern web browser and Internet 

connection is required to access Genesis.   

 

 
Figure 7. Conceptual system design 

 

By design, Genesis supports modern web browser clients, but it is not limited to web 

clients only. RESTful application programming interface (API) design of resources 

enables, with minor efforts, to enable EDC in devices such as tablets and mobile 

phones. Figure 8 demonstrates the conceptual service design of Genesis and the 

possibilities of the data collection and reporting for web-enabled clients. 
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Figure 8. Conceptual service design. 

5.2. CRF creation 

Figure 9 shows the flow of assisted creation of CRFs. The process starts by selecting 

applicable basic CDISC stream and identifying the key variables for the study. The 

basic CDISC streams provide a comprehensive starting point, but adding custom 

fields are also supported. Custom fields require technical assistance at the design 

phase in the form of mapping new variables as they cannot be preemptively done as 

with basic stream variables. After choosing the key variables, unnecessary variables 

are recommended to be excluded. These fields will have no value for this research, 

and only waste time of the subjects and research staff by visually flooding the forms.  

After the variable selection process, a custom stream has been created which can 

be linked into a CRF alone or combined with other CRFs. These CRFs act as the 

transactional unit in the trial and are used as method for retrieving and storing data 

from subjects. CRFs are usually filled by research staff manually, but can be utilized 

as a transactional method for automated data capturing devices which are able to 

communicate with Genesis. 

 
Figure 9. Progress of CRF creation. 
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CRFs can be customized with study-specific defaults and validation checks. For 

example, if hemoglobin will be measured from left hand’s index finger at every lab 

session, this can be set as a default answer at the design phase in order to save from 

the trouble of having manually selected this in each entry session. Describing each 

repeated session in greater detail serves the purpose of adding research value for trial 

by increasing repeatability as this additional data does not cause any inconvenience 

for the filler.  

To allow proactive and reactive methods to clean data, custom validation checks 

may be set for each individual CRF and field as seen appropriate. The purpose of 

these validation checks is to make sure that given input is in the acceptable range and 

in a valid format. In the best case scenario, this validation will be run at the moment 

of input making the correction of erroneous input easiest.  

In addition to customizing validation data, CRFs can be named and reused within 

the trial as similar visits and collectables usually do repeat. CRFs will be linked with 

visits in the next phase, at trial protocol. 

5.3. Trial protocol 

The trial structure is built around on creating CRFs. Figure 10 shows an example trial 

structure demonstrating the hierarchical relationships between different layers. 

Starting from CRFs upwards, we got visits, elements and epochs. One or more CRFs 

can be bundled with visits. This approach promotes the reusability of similar visits as 

similar visits usually repeat on clinical trial protocol. 

Moving upwards on the figure 10, next are the elements. These blocks represent 

the higher level coupling provided by bundling multiple visits together. The re-use of 

elements can be seen in figure 10 as element ‘TRT’ has been used three times in a 

row thus copying the original element’s visits and their CRFs. The use of elements 

comes crucial as trial structures become more complex. For instance, conditional 

visit logic results in alternative paths to the trial structure, and thus leads into 

multiple paths that the subject may follow. With only subtle changes in the structure, 

maximal reusability is promoted. Easy forming of alternative arms for trial can be 

achieved by elements. 

Timing of visits and CRFs is also crucial to successful trial. Modeling of trial 

structure allows relative scheduling between events. Relative scheduling is often 

pointed into a single common point in a clinical trial. This point is usually the start of 

the treatment which commonly is also the randomization point. Events or visits can 

now be represented as before or after this epoch in study days. As new subjects join 

the study, scheduled visit days can be easily calculated by the trial structure template. 

After actual visits have taken place, scheduled and actual visits can be compared to 

together in real-time to estimate the health of the study and improve the clinical 

practices. 
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Figure 10. Example trial structure. 

 

At the highest layer are the Epochs. Epochs represent the common phases of every 

typical clinical trial. Consider arbitrary visits, visit-3 and visit-9, for example. The 

naming of the visits might reveal the scheduling order but do not really say much 

more about their timing. Now, linking visits with common epochs gives anyone with 

a basic understanding of the clinical trial structure an instant idea about structure of 

this specific study. Additionally, epochs enable trial comparison between similar 

studies as the phases can be easily identified. 

5.4. Trial orchestrating 

After setting up and configuring trial protocol managing roles and responsibilities is 

next in line. Users will receive the rights and responsibilities by their assigned roles. 

Each user can have zero, one or more roles and thus receive all the functionalities 

assigned by each role. 

With roles, users will also inherit the responsibilities. For instance, with monitor 

role, they are expected to verify submitted CRFs and either inquire clarifications or 

accept them. By assigning roles, logical CRF management flows with responsibilities 

can be created from data entry to data freeze to analysis database. Additional benefit 

with roles is that they allow auditing process can be performed with ease, thus 

verifying the integrity of the database. 

5.5. Validation 

Once validation rules are set at design time, validation can and should be run as often 

as possible to enforce a maximal level of integrity and consistence enabled by logical 
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checks. Another benefit of frequent validation is faster feedback cycle. With faster 

feedback about errors it is easier to correct the mistakes occurred on entry level. As 

time passes, getting correct values will get increasingly harder, especially if 

correction would require re-contacting the subject. Therefore, validation should be 

run as soon as possible, right on data entry, if possible. 

 

Table 10. Validation matrix. 

Validated 
On 

entry 

On 

submit 

On 

receive 

On 

accept 
Scheduled Scheduled 

Where Client Client Server Server Server Server 

Feedback 

cycle 
<1 s 

<15 

min 

<15 

min 

15 min - 

days 
days days 

Scope 
Single 

field 
CRF CRF CRF Subject Trial 

Required 

fields  
x x x 

  

Timing 
  

x x x x 

Include 

criteria  
x x x 

  

Exclude 

criteria    
x x x 

 

Genesis will transfer the validation logic with the CRF to the client, allowing proper 

validation, to be run at the entry moment with visual cues rather than waiting for a 

few days before mailing a list of errors. Visual marks can be based for mandatory 

fields as well, but this validation check can be enforced on submit earliest.  

Once the client has filled the CRF and submitted successfully, the server will run 

its own validations at the moment of receiving as client side validation cannot be 

guaranteed. Running validations on both sides is not only recommended by the fail-

safe and but it also enforces integrity. As the server can access the rest of the 

subject’s information easily, it can also run much broader validations for, such as 

timing inconsistencies or compare different subjects to each others. The validation 

process with scope and feedback cycles is presented collectively in table 10. 

How often should the validation checks be run then? Running validation takes 

resources on the server side and should not interrupt with the research staff utilizing 

Genesis on normal business days. With this in mind, broader validations could be 

best to left running on nights when there should be no other activity or normal staff 

usage for the server. 

5.6. Verification 

As not all mistakes cannot be predicted or described practically by means of 

computerized validations, verification by experts is often required. A monitor for 
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forms can be assigned. The monitor will check the form manually and either accept 

or inquire for more information from the filler. In case of simple forms, monitor can 

be disabled and set to automatically accept the form, when simple validation is 

enough. 

Figure 11 shows an example discrepancy management sequence diagram where 

the monitor decides that submitted CRF requires additional clarification and sends 

DCF back to primary DEC. The filler of CRF receives their submit CRF with query 

message. The filler must now explain what led to this error and correct the field if 

possible. After fixing the problem, he or she resubmits the form.  

 The purpose of explaining the errors is to enhance the integrity and prevent 

integrity of the system as un-fixable errors can be flagged to not trigger any further 

integrity-enforcing policies. The other main benefit is for auditing purposes which 

will be elaborated in the next section. 

 

 
Figure 11. Example discrepancy management sequence diagram. 

5.7. Audit trail 

The main purpose of the audit trail is providing traceability to data which enables 

high integrity on an additional level. For all entries in analysis database, it must be 

possible to retrieve, who entered the data, and when this was done. In CRF tracking 

level, all changes should be tracked as well. Additionally, with this assumption all 

changes in CRFs should be viewable and include the reason why this data was 

changed. With this audit data, it should be possible to re-create the whole analysis 

database from the CRF entries. Additionally, auditing team should be able to verify 

that all changes were done by assigned people with given roles and not tampering of 

data was performed by authorized or unauthorized people.  
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Figure 12. Example sequence diagram of discrepancy management with auditing 

trail. 

 

Figure 12 shows a similar discrepancy management example as seen in Figure 11 but 

now with auditing capture visualized. The proper auditing trail requires that every 

change into the database must be done with the functionalities that have been tapped 

with auditing trail. If such changes can be permitted bypassing the trail, thus not 

creating any records or marks into the system, such auditing system is worthless. 
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6. SERVICE DESIGN  
 

Every web application and every website can be considered as a service. The features 

that make a web site easy for a web surfer use also make it easy for a web service 

API easy for a programmer to use. The difference between a web service and a web 

site is the audience: preprogrammed clients instead of human beings. [46] 

This chapter covers the service level design of Genesis. Starting first with the 

introduction to RESTful principles and Resource-Oriented Architecture followed by 

considerations about maturity aspects of RESTful services and comparison to WS-* 

web services. Finally, service API is introduced with the versioning practices. 

6.1. Representational state transfer 

Representational state transfer (REST) is an architectural style described by six 

constraints. These constraints were first presented by Roy Fielding in his doctoral 

dissertation [47].  The essence of REST on the Web environment is to focus on 

creating loosely coupled services for easy reuse later on.  

6.1.1. Architectural properties 

Utilization of REST architecture style affects the system properties on numerous 

levels. The primary properties of interest affected by following the constraints are 

performance, scalability, simplicity, modifiability, visibility, portability, reliability. 

Table 11 summarizes the effect of these properties. 

 

Table 11. Key properties of REST architecture. [47] 

Property Description 

Performance 
Component interactions can be presiding factor in user-perceived 

performance and network efficiency. 

Scalability 
Support large number of components and interactions among 

components 

Simplicity 
Simplicity of interfaces and separation of concerns by allocation of 

functionality. 

Modifiability Ease of meeting the changing requirements. 

Visibility Visibility of interaction between components. 

Portability Ability to transfer software into different environments. 

Reliability Resistance to failure at system level.  

 

6.1.2. Architectural constraints 

The architectural properties of REST can be achieved by applying interaction 

constraints between components, connectors and data elements. The conventional 

constraints of REST are illustrated in table 12.  
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Table 12. The conventional constraints of REST [47]. 

Constraint Description 

Client-

Server 

Separation of concerns is the key principle behind this constraint. By 

separating the user interface from data storage involvements, better 

portability and scalability can be achieved via simplification of server 

components. 

Stateless 

Communication must be stateless in such manner that each request from 

client to server must hold all the necessary information to interpret the 

request and cannot rely on any previous communication. Therefore, the 

client is utterly responsible for managing session state.  

Cache 

To improve network efficiency, data within a response to a request must 

be implicitly or explicitly labeled as cacheable or non-cacheable. The 

advantage of adding cache constraints is the potential of partially or 

completely eliminating some interactions and therefore improving 

efficiency, scalability and user-perceived performance by reducing 

average interaction latency. However, as a trade-off, caching can 

decrease reliability if cached data differ significantly from non-cached 

data and must therefore be used with care. 

Uniform 

interface 

The uniform interface is for the design of the REST architectural style. 

This simplifies and decouples the architecture which encourages 

independent development and evolvability. The trade-off of uniform 

interface is that information transferred in a standardized form and not in 

an optimal format for each application’s specific needs. 

Layered 

system 

The layered system style allows an architecture to be composed of 

hierarchical layers to improve behavior in environments such as the 

Internet. Each component cannot see beyond the immediate layer they 

are interacting with which enables encapsulation and simplification of 

components. Encapsulation allows easier maintaining of legacy services 

and to protect new services from legacy clients. The main disadvantage 

with layered systems is that they add overhead and latency to the 

processing of data.  

Code on 

demand 

The last constraint for REST is the code on demand, which is often 

considered as optional constraint.  This constraint allows client 

functionality to be extended by transferring executable code in the form 

of, for example, JavaScript. The advantage with this approach is to 

simplify the clients by reducing the number of features required 

originally and transfer new features later on and thus improving system 

extensibility. However, the drawback with code on demand is the loss of 

visibility, but as it can be considered optional, it can be implemented in 

the appropriate context to enable desired behavior. 

 

In summary, if an application or service complies with the aforementioned REST 

constraints, it can be considered RESTful. RESTful services, that do not violate any 

required constraints, facilitate distributed systems to have desirable qualitative 

properties, such as performance, scalability, modifiability, visibility, portability, 

reliability elaborated in table 11.   
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6.2. Resource-Oriented Architecture 

The basic principles of REST were covered in chapter 6.1 but they did not reveal any 

systematic procedure how to create a RESTful service. Resource-Oriented 

Architecture (ROA) is a method to turn a problem into RESTful web service, a 

collection of URIs, HTTP and the hypermedia type of choice that can be later on 

consumed by programmers and machines [46].  

The core idea of REST is built around of resource; anything that is important 

enough to be referenced as itself. Resources can be a physical object like a device or 

an abstract concept such as a collection of objects. However, the client cannot access 

the resource directly, but only through a web service that serves a representation of a 

resource [46].   

The key properties for ROA can be considered addressability, statelessness 

through self-describing messages, connectedness with the assist of HATEOAS and 

the uniform interface [46]. These properties will be covered in the following 

subsections. 

6.2.1. Addressability 

What really makes a resource a resource is its addressability: each resource must 

have at least one address pointing to it. On the Web, addressing of resources is 

achieved via Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). To generalize the addressability, an 

application is addressable if it exposes the interesting aspects of its data as resources. 

This enables API consumers to utilize exposed resources in a ways – the original 

designers never imagined and enable rapid development in client side.  

In order to find and use resources, resources must be properly identified. On the 

Web, this is commonly achieved via URIs. This enables well-known identification 

mechanisms for resources. These URIs should be descriptive and have a logical 

structure to varying in predictable ways to allow efficient consuming. If a client 

knows the structure of the service’s URIs, it can create its own entry points into the 

service. This makes the novel use of resources easier and more practical as no 

excessive external documentation is required. [46]  

6.2.2. Self-descriptive messages 

Statelessness means that every HTTP request happens in complete isolation. In order 

to succeed in this, each client request and server response is a message and is 

expected to be self-descriptive. Resource representation formats that are agreed 

beforehand without the need for individual handshaking and negotiations make 

managing decentralization easier. On the Web, HTML is the de-facto standard for 

typical web sites which allows peers to cooperate without individual negotiations. 

For machine-consumable services, media types such as Extensible Markup Language 

(XML [48]) and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON [49]) have gained support and 

acceptance across client platforms. Both offer simple, universal and flexible text-

based data exchange format, but JSON comes with lighter overhead and is directly 

parse-able into JavaScript objects in modern browsers which have led to its major 

acceptance in web 2.0 [50].   
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6.2.3. HATEOAS 

HATEOAS or Hypermedia as the engine of application state is a constraint of the 

REST architecture that distinguishes it from most other network application 

architectures. This means that the client should be able to enter a RESTful API with 

no prior knowledge beyond the initial URI and a set of appropriate standardized 

media types. From there on, the client should be able to explore a service without the 

need for dedicated discovery formats but by only following links found. All 

application state transitions are driven by client, by selecting server provided choices 

presented in the received representations. This allows clients to use standardized 

identifiers and discovery process for exploring services in a well-known media type 

environment. [50]  

6.2.4. Uniform interface 

Resources should be available through a uniform interface through well-defined 

semantics. HTTP provides four basic methods, POST, GET, PUT and DELETE, 

which correspond to CRUD operations, respectively. POST creates a new resource. 

GET can be used to retrieve the representation of a resource. Existing resources can 

be updated via PUT or a new resource can be created by supplying its identifier. 

Lastly, DELETE can be utilized to remove a resource. [50]  

As HTTP has a very small set of methods, it allows the interactions to be 

effectively optimized as their different properties such as safety and idempotence is 

known. In order to meet the criteria for a safe request, it must not affect the state on 

server. GET is a safe request if it only reads and retrieves some data and it would be 

the same as if the same request would be done once, 20 times a row or none at all. 

This is an important property to know as errors may occur on transport level after 

sending the request and it is important for the client to know whether or not they can 

request the same data again without any side effects. 

An idempotent operation has a changing effect on the server, but on this time, the 

end result will be the same if the operation has been done once or multiple times. 

PUT and DELETE are idempotent operations. If you delete a resource, it is removed. 

And if you try to DELETE it again, it will stay deleted.  

Safety and idempotence matter as they let a client make reliable HTTP requests 

over an unreliable network [46]. Properties of most common HTTP methods are 

summarized in table 13.  

 

Table 13. Overview of properties of common HTTP methods. 

HTTP Method Safe Idempotent 

GET Yes Yes 

PUT No Yes 

DELETE No Yes 

POST No No 

  

In addition to having an expressive set of method, HTTP protocol offers a standard 

set of response codes to assist with control flow. Each response has a well-known 

meaning for HTTP clients, enabling lightweight but powerful ways of notifying 

about abnormal requests execution.  
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Most common HTTP/1.1 status codes are listed in table 14. The codes have been 

categorized in the following groups: informational (1xx), successful (2xx), 

redirection (3xx), client error (4xx) and server error (5xx). To give an example, if the 

client attempts to access a resource without providing a valid authorization, the 

server will respond by the code of 401 (“Unauthorized”). When attempting to access 

a URI that does not exist, the server will send a response the code of 404 (“Not 

Found”). However, typical HTTP status code control flow might get masked for 

confidentiality security considerations. For example if the existence of resource is 

should not be revealed for the public, instead of returning code of 401 for found 

resources a code of 404 is returned to hide the existence of resource in order to 

enforce the privacy in hierarchical URI structure. 

 

Table 14. Common HTTP/1.1 response codes [51]. 

Code Meaning Description 

200 OK 
The request has succeeded. A typical code to indicate 

success. 

201 CREATED 
Successfully created a new resource. Location header may 

contain a link to the resource. 

204 NO CONTENT 
The server has fulfilled the request but does not need to 

return an entity-body.  

304 NOT MODIFIED Used for conditional GET calls to reduce bandwidth usage.  

400 BAD REQUEST 
General error when the server does not understand the 

request.  

401 UNAUTHORIZED The request requires user authentication. 

403 FORBIDDEN Request not authorized by the server. 

404 NOT FOUND The server could not find anything for requested URI. 

500 
INTERNAL 

SERVER ERROR 

The general error when the server-side throws an 

exception. 

6.3. RESTful maturity model 

The Web is full of services that claim to be RESTful but, in fact, never respect more 

than one or two given constraints. Leonard Richardson’s proposed Richardson 

Maturity Model (RMM) is one simple way to grade API according to the constraint 

of REST [52]. The idea behind this model is to distinguish good web services from 

the bad ones as it is rather easy to claim your API RESTful. However, the model 

supports the fact that REST architectural constraints can be adopted incrementally 

and provides means to classify acceptance.  RMM classifies services into four 

different levels ranging from bottom 0 to the highest level 3. These levels have been 

collected in table 15. However, Fielding, the creator REST, acknowledges the fully 

mature alternatives as the mandatory criteria to truly be worthy of RESTful claim 

[53].  
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Table 15. Levels of RMM [52], [54]. 

Level Description 

Level 0: 

HTTP as 

tunnel 

This is the entry level for the model only utilizing HTTP as a transport 

system for remote interactions. This level utilizes only a single URI to 

implement the straightforward RPC style system. The downside with 

single endpoint is that messages have to be parsed for information 

before different operations can be distinguished from one another. 

Level 1: 

Resources 

Next level introduces multiple endpoints, which lead into utilization of 

different resources. With this breakdown of one large service endpoint, 

complexity can be divided into more manageable components. 

Level 2: 

HTTP 

methods 

This level removes the tunneling mechanisms around the interactions 

through HTTP. What this means is that other methods than POST from 

HTTP Methods are utilized now too resulting in much greater level of 

descriptive power. With use of GET it is now possible to cache results 

and allow various HTTP response codes to control the flow. 

Level 3: 

Hypermedia 

This final level introduces discoverability with HATEOAS. In this, the 

server will guide the client’s path by providing relevant links to 

perform actions, explore the protocol and provide a way to make 

protocol more self-documenting. 

 

In summary, the principles of REST and ROA are not arbitrary restrictions, but 

rather simplifying assumptions that give advantages to resource-oriented services 

over the competition. RESTful resource-oriented services are simpler, easier to use 

and more interoperable than RPC-style service alternatives. RMM assists in 

providing and framing the anticipated expectations for people looking to utilize it. 

6.4. REST versus WS-* 

The maturity model can also be utilized to give a rough comparison between 

RESTful web services and WS-* web services [55]. As the maturity level increases, 

the service will diversify from using single communication endpoint to many URIs. 

Likewise, the set of possible methods will be limited to the well-known ones of the 

uniform interface instead of relying on designing an own set of operations explicitly 

for each service individually as in WSDL. From a REST and RMM perspective, all 

WSDL operations are tunneled through a single HTTP method, POST, and thus 

reducing the expressiveness of down to the application protocol.  

Figure 13 demonstrates WS-* and RESTful web services in design space where 

axis represent resources, interfaces and representations – the levels from RMM. The 

last one does not directly reflect the third level from RMM but demonstrates the 

richness of choices available for message format and indirectly reflects the 

interoperability level. 
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Figure 13. Design space: RESTful Web services versus WS-* web services [55]. 

6.5. Service API  

Table 16 demonstrates most actions supported by Genesis API at a high level. 

Combination of HTTP status codes, HTTP response headers and JSON data is used 

to handle the responses. Additionally, pagination, sorting and filtering is enabled by 

the use of query parameters. 

 

Table 16. Genesis API overview. 

Resource GET POST PUT DELETE 

Login - Authenticate - - 

Jobs Get job status Create a job - Delete job 

Files 
Download 

file 
Upload file - Delete file 

Job 

queue 

Get job queue 

status 
- - - 

Collection 

(general) 
List the URIs 

Create a new 

entry in collection 

Replace entire 

collection 

Delete entire 

collection 

Element 

(general) 

Retrieve a 

representation 
- 

Replace or create 

addressed member 

Delete addressed 

member 

6.5.1. Service versioning 

Typical web sites can undergo radical redesigns without causing major problems, 

because their audience is made of human beings. Humans can look at a web page and 

understand what it means, so they are rather good at adapting to change. However, 

computer programs are terrible at adapting to change. A human being must do the 

adapting in behalf of them. This is why connectedness is important. When client’s 

options are described by hypermedia, a set of possible actions is provided; a 

programmer can focus on high-level semantics, rather than implementation details. 
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Services should be versioned as early as possible in the development cycle. Any 

initial public or internal release should be versioned right out of the gate. [46]  

Currently, the most common versioning style is version number directly in the 

resource URIs. A recent survey suggests that the most common technique for API 

versioning is in the URL path with a clear majority of 79 percent [56]. Alternative 

methods used for versioning were custom HTTP headers, standard content-

negotiation, specification in the body of the request and sub-domain switch all with 

less than 10 percent slice each. Visible versioning in URI seems rational choice by 

making versioning easy and understandable for the primary users, the developers. 
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7. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

This chapter describes the process for server implementation. We start with the 

essential implementation principles followed by representing the system architecture. 

Next, data modeling and asynchronous workers are covered before grabbing into 

security characteristics by addressing authentication and authorization on more 

practical levels.  

The main principles for implementation have been borrowed from agile and 

SCRUM. The main goals for implementation have been working software that is 

incrementally enhanced by self-organized members.  

7.1. System architecture 

Genesis is composed of two main components: client and server. The client is not 

covered in this thesis. The server provides the stand-alone Angular web application 

client for the web browser and transferring some of the server workload to remote 

site that may utilize the server resources via AJAX calls. The other key elements in 

server side are persistency, and integrity providing PostgreSQL with asynchronous 

workers for any larger tasks implemented with Django Celery. The Web server is 

powered by Apache and mod_wsgi forms the python gateway to Django Rest 

Framework. 

This typical client-server approach works well for CDMS applications because 

HTTP protocol was designed as an architecture where clients initiate the interactions. 

This model works fine for control-oriented applications, however, monitoring-

oriented applications are often event-based and thus smart things should also be able 

to push data to clients. Currently, there is no need for real time monitoring via push 

features for CDMS systems. 

The system architecture of Genesis is demonstrated in figure 14. The 

responsibilities of the different developers are shown below in red and blue.  
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Figure 14. The system architecture of Genesis. 

7.2. Server implementation 

The server is running Ubuntu 14.04 LTE with Apache web server and Django Rest 

Framework 3.0 utilizing Python 2.7. PostgreSQL is responsible for persistent data 

storage while RabbitMQ and Celery handles the task queuing for anything more time 
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consuming and demanding jobs that should be executed asynchronously to maintain 

responsivity for resource calls. 

Python 2.7 was chosen for its fast development and delivery reputation and 

familiarity. Django Rest Framework (DFR) is based on Django, which has huge 

community supporting around it and DFR has grown to most used REST frameworks 

in Python. PostgreSQL is widely recognized and stable open source relational 

database management system with also encouraging community. RabbitMQ is a 

reliable open source message queue system that works fluently with Celery, 

Django’s most commonly used task scheduler. All components in back-end have 

been chosen as free and open source alternatives that could be easily swapped if such 

a need ever arises. 

All communication to server happens through TLS [57] enhanced HTTP (HTTPS) 

enabling secure communication between clients and server on the transport security 

level. TLS provides confidentiality and integrity for web application by protecting 

from unauthorized disclosure and modification of transmitted data between client 

and server. 

7.3. Data model 

Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development, 

providing powerful object-relational mapping (ORM). ORM is a programming 

technique converting object models from class level into relational models in 

persistent levels and vice versa providing two-way synchronization between these. 

ORMs speed up the development process as objects can be handled in the application 

layer. Additional advantages with data model abstraction are one interface to manage 

the various DBMS, simpler logic management and better maintainability as ORM 

code is often rather well tested. The disadvantages are performance loss due to 

overhead, which might not be that bad in simple queries, but in more complex cases, 

the generated queries tend get inefficient. This is due to the fact that well-designed 

ORM are optimized to handle the common and general queries and offer steady 

performance for these. Overall, the gained development speed is more valued 

compared to the minor loss of performance involved with ORMs. 

Traditional generic data models have in the form of entity-attribute-value (EAV) 

modeling of clinical data. One open sourced example of implementing this is 

TrialDB [58]. EAV offers a simple approach to comply with dynamic forms by 

adding just additional rows for new fields. In today’s web environment, JSON is a 

simpler format to put EAV modeling into practice instead of conventional relational 

database modeling. While allowing effortless holding of the data, the EAV 

implementations often lack the referential integrity enforcements and accessing data 

via basic queries becomes a cumbersome task. 

In Genesis, we harness the knowledge of CDASH and SDTM standards to derive 

basic building blocks to allow proper integrity enforcements for domain collections 

while also offering the possibility of tailoring collectables. As data acquisition has 

been studied for years and this knowledge can be derived into pre-created data 

models, the design efforts of developers can be focused on precisely needed fields 

which on the other hand allow study designers to browse through the collectables and 

accept. 

Figure 15 illustrates a common template for collecting concomitant medications in 

clinical studies. As this model seems rather comprehensive, several fields such as 
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STUDYID and USUBJID will be automatically completed with CRF creating, some 

can be set to defaults at the design phase, and needless fields can be excluded leaving 

only handful items for actual entry by person. 

 

Variable Name Variable Label Role 

STUDYID Study identifier Identifier 

USUBJID Unique subject identifier Identifier 

CMTRT Reported name of drug or med Topic 

CMCAT Category of medication Grouping qualifier 

CMPRESP CM Pre-specified Variable qualifier 

CMOCCUR CM Occurrence Record qualifier 

CMSTAT Completion status Record qualifier 

CMREASND Reason medication not collected Record qualifier 

CMINDC Indication Record qualifier 

CMCAT Medication class code  

CMDOSE Dose per administration Record qualifier 

CMDOSTXT Dose description Record qualifier 

CMDOSU Dose units Variable qualifier 

CMDOSFRM Dose form Variable qualifier 

CMDOSFRQ Dosing frequency per interval Variable qualifier 

CMDOSTOT Total daily dose Record qualifier 

CMDOSRGM Intended dose regimen Variable qualifier 

CMROUTE Route of administration Variable qualifier 

CMSTDTC Start Date/Time of medication Timing 

CMENDTC End Date/Time of medication Timing 

CMSTDY Study day of start of medication Timing 

CMENDY End day of end of medication Timing 

CMDUR Duration of medication Timing 

CMSTRF Start relative to reference period Timing 

CMENRF End relative to reference period Timing 

CMSTRTPT Start Relative to reference time point Timing 

CMSTTPT Start reference time point Timing 

CMENRTPT End relative to reference time point Timing 

CMENTPT End reference point Timing 

Figure 15. SDTM concomitant medications domain template [59]. 

7.4. CRF management 

Genesis uses two database layers, one for managing CRF transactions and one for 

storing accepted CRF for analyzing purposes. The first, online transaction processing 

(OLTP) database will act as a buffer keeping record of CRFs and their accounting 
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data such as modifications with editors and timestamps. This OLTP database handles 

the data until monitoring phase has been completed. After the monitor has accepted 

the data from CRF will be transferred into online analytical processing (OLAP) 

database resulting the CRF data at OLTP to be frozen and locked for alteration. This 

allows re-creating the whole analysis database in latter phases if necessary. 

Query management and CRF tracking are implemented by keeping revision of data 

models and enhancing their representations by including version history and flagging 

opportunity with elaborating comment fields. The communication between server 

and client happens in a RESTful manner with JSON payload, so additional fields can 

be assigned with ease as the client is responsible for the appropriate visualization 

leaving only data to be transferred. 

The CRF management process is visualized in Appendix X. Phases which are held 

for revision are from subject specific CFR generation at the moment of acceptance.  

7.5. Asynchronous workers 

For any tasks taking longer a matter of seconds to complete, asynchronous workers 

and queue have been implemented. This approach removes the blocking effect from 

HTTP request as it will not have to wait until the job is done and will rather just get a 

URI for job status. Examples of such resource demanding jobs are an additional trial 

wide validation, generation of a status report or exporting whole database as a CSV 

file.  

With the help of scheduler, asynchronous workers can also do periodically 

repeating tasks such as generating nightly status report or running back-up plan 

accordingly. Another benefit of message queues and Celery is that they enable 

interoperability with other languages through web hooks which furthermore 

increases flexibility of the system as some superb libraries might exist for certain 

languages only. 

7.6. Authentication 

Authentication is essential for secure web applications. JSON Web Token (JWT) 

[60] is a compact URL-safe authentication method between two parties. JWT is 

basically just a token with a specific format and can be divided into three main parts: 

a header, payload and signature. The basic format structure is shown in figure 16. 
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Figure 16. JSON Web Token structure. 

 

The header part stores normally the type of token and the encryption algorithm used 

for verification purposes. The next part, payload or claims, contains all the data that 

needs to be verified. There are few reserved fields in payloads, such as iat (Issued at) 

and exp (Expiration time) which are responsible for representing the age and validity 

within time restrictions.  In addition to reserved claims, arbitrary ones can be 

assigned as pleased to support application specific needs. In figure 16 the JWT 

claims to represent username named “seppo”. But as new fields can be added as 

needed, it is important to bear in mind that the payload does not get encrypted but 

only deciphered with base64 encoding. Therefore, no password or other secretive 

data should not be stored in the payload. 

The final part is the signature and this will get encoded. The signature consists of 

utilizing the algorithm stated in the header to encode the concatenated header and 

payload with server-side secret. This signature ensures the integrity of JWT as it will 

be decrypted with the server-known secret on verification phase and matched against 

the claims in JWT. The holder of JWT has access to everything that the token allows 

but any tampering, such as higher grade access claims or reset of expiration times 

will be noticed at server side as the signature will not match the claims in the payload 

as a client cannot feasibly generate precise signature without knowing the server-side 

secret. 

7.6.1. Authentication process 

The general idea of authentication in Genesis is demonstrated in figure 17. The first 

step in authentication is getting token, an item that will be used for access in later on. 

The client will send his credentials to the authentication server via HTTP POST and 

on successful validation will receive a JWT access token. The possession of this 

token, something the client has, will prove the client’s identity on requests to the API 

server.  

When requesting access to resources on API server, the client will include an 

authentication header on their HTTP GET request to prove their identity. On API 

server the first thing to do is run the authentication validation check. This is achieved 
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by encrypting the signature described in section 7.7. After authentication the API 

server knows who the requester is or whom it represents and can run authorization 

checks to determine whether or not the requester has access to the requested 

resource. 

 

 
Figure 17. Token based authentication. 

 

Compared to other session management or validation processes, JWT has few 

advantages. The first one is that there is no need to manage sessions at all on server 

side, leaving the client is solely the one who should keep track of sessions.  

Secondly, all authorization checks can be done in run-time on the API server as all 

necessary information including expiration time, claimed identity, and signature for 

proving this identity are included. Most notable benefit with claims is that there is no 

need to hit the database for identity verification or manage session identifications in 

cache. Accessing the database is usually the slowest operation on any web request 

and by eliminating this step we can serve requests more rapidly and support 

scalability for future needs. 

7.7. Authorization 

Authorization is the next step in line after the authentication on each resource 

request. The access to the requested resource is done based on the identity and role 

that was identified on authentication process. Access to a resource will only be 

granted if the identity or role of identified is included in the permissible list of the 

resource. In every other case, including error handling situation, the access to the 

resource is denied.  

We chose role-based access control (RBAC) model as a base layer for 

authorization because of the ease of understanding the RBAC model which maps 

rather well into typical organizational behavior and is well understandable also for 

non-technical people and therefore, hopefully, resulting in higher and better usability 

as the actions meet the user’s expectations. The basic idea of RBAC is demonstrated 

in figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Role-based access control model [61]. 

 

RBAC model is suitable when access to data depends on the user’s role, such as job 

function. Each user may have one or more roles, each having its own list of allowed 

actions and user alone does not have any other rights than the roles they belong to. 

The roles themselves may contain other roles and thus allow composition of larger 

roles: an employer is allowed to do everything an employee is allowed including 

additional actions linked to the employer-role. Thus, role-based access control is very 

suitable for security requirements of hierarchical organizations.  

RBAC can also model separations of duty required by organizations and specify it 

centrally. Given actions a and b that need to be done by separate persons, restrictions 

can be imposed that if role R is allowed to perform a and role S is allowed to 

perform b, then no person P can belong to both roles R and S. This results in layered 

permission management system over resources. The basic idea is that if the requester 

can meet even one of these OR-logics, they will be given access to this resource. As 

there are many users, roles and even more resource endpoints each layer should be 

designed to work as OR-logic so that they can just be joined on top of each other, 

working alone or in combinations making design and testing easier. Each layer must 

be tested thoroughly to verify that the implementation corresponds to constraints and 

functionalities required [61].  

After receiving permission to resource, returned object may still vary for each 

requester. Data will be filtered according to who is accessing it. This means, a 

member of research staff at site A will only get the subjects A when requesting all 

subjects of the trial. Respectively, for a member of research staff at site B; request 

will only return subjects of her study site. 
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8. EVALUATION 
 

Evaluation is an important aspect of delivering a product. As writing defect-free 

software is tremendously difficult, it is increasingly important to evaluate not only 

the validity of the product, but also that the mutually agreed criteria or requirements 

have been met. When continuous evaluation reaches the conclusion that product 

feature is sufficient and meets the desired criteria, the development can be halted and 

resources can be allocated to new features. Knowing when to stop not only guides on 

optimization of resource usage, but also decreases the chance of defects in the code 

as the additional development efforts would not bring any additional perceived value 

to the stakeholders but rather offer new chances for introducing bugs. 

  Testing the system continuously is the key to fast feedback which confirms that 

the development is progressing on the right path. Just as providing fast feedback is 

the primary interest for data entry, it also has numerous benefits applied into the 

development phase. Development evaluation can be run on various levels ranging 

from instant feedback to overall system evaluation. 

Unit testing, acceptance testing, system testing and project satisfaction surveys are 

being utilized for this project and will be elaborated on the succeeding subsections.   

8.1. Unit testing 

Unit testing focuses on evaluating small parts of software modules. The primary 

goals of unit tests are to find problems early, facilitate change, simplify integration 

and provide low-level documentation. Ideally, unit tests should test smallest possible 

testable unit and in complete isolation.  

Good unit tests will give developers reassurance about the quality of the code. But 

unit tests must run fast to be worthy of time spent creating. If running unit tests take 

minutes or hours, they will not be ran resulting delay in the feedback cycle from 

seconds to hours or days. The key to speed is to be selective about the scope of the 

test. As only single things should be tested per one unit test, tests will run fast. An 

additional benefit to selectivity is that unit tests become helpful as they can 

immediately identify the broken segment.   

Running unit tests should be designed to be easy and support automation. 

Automated code verification of software behavior is one of the biggest advancements 

in developing methods in last century [62]. Automated test suites can reduce the 

release risks as a method to maintain quality control, enforce following specification 

with providing low level documentation and pinpointing defects with repeatable unit 

test sweeps.  

Optimal time to write tests is before writing any production code. As tests will fail 

first, passing them informs the development that tested functionality is working as 

specified now and will confirm the same for the future. Writing tests afterwards 

confirms the functionality only in selected aspects and does not guarantee full 

coverage of all testable scenarios. An additional benefit to writing tests first is that 

they can be run earlier and thus enabling earlier feedback and giving exact goals to 

pass resulting in simpler and more maintainable solutions.  

In Genesis, there are currently 77 unit tests, which can be ran with a push of a key-

combination. Running these tests take 2.6 seconds on average giving nearly instant 

confirmation that changes in code did not break any previous functionality. These 
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unit tests are divided into framework related unit tests, that need to be run with the 

django application, and functional tests that are can be run alone. The coverage of 

these unit tests is a little over 90 percent sweeping over most crucial aspects of the 

software. Although, reaching full 100 percent coverage would seem rather tempting 

at first, achieving this is commonly not practical goal in any larger project as not 

everything can be tested adequately or should be tested just for the sake of testing. 

Therefore, high coverage does not guarantee high quality code but rather, low 

coverage can be used to tell about the lack of testing. 

8.2. Acceptance testing 

The purpose of acceptance testing is to determine when wanted functionalities or 

qualities have been reached. These can be executed in form of a suite of tests on the 

completed system, focusing various aspects of desired functionality. These are high 

level tests to verify the completeness of collected with user stories during iterations. 

For example, the customer wishes to extend their current user profile with contact 

information. This contact information should include Finnish mobile phone numbers. 

The format should support both national (e.g. 040 1234567) and international (e.g. 

+35840 1234567) formats. Now, the acceptance test suite can be created, supplied 

with both valid and invalid data to compare with expected results. Once the 

acceptance test suite, create in co-operation with both customers and developers, 

passes, the tested feature has reached a sufficient level and is finalized.  

Acceptance test may also involve end-user validation. User acceptance testing 

commonly focuses execution against test scenarios with the focus on accomplishing 

larger tasks, ignoring the minor bugs found on the way. In Genesis project, user 

acceptance testing is carried out as end-users testing functionalities through external 

web client.  

Reflecting these to functional requirements listed in chapter 4, table 17 illustrates 

the current status meeting the basic criteria levels Genesis back-end. The results 

demonstrate that the current version (v1) requirements have been reached and that 

rest of the planned features have been scheduled for the next version (v2).  

 

 

Table 17. Functional requirements basic acceptance level. 

Functionality Status Verification Planned 

version 

Users OK It is possible to add users to the 

system 

v1 

Authentication OK Users can and are required to 

prove their identity 

v1 

Authorization OK Access to resources can be 

restricted by various restrictions 

v1 

Access management OK Access to resources can be 

assigned in manageable and 

testable manners 

v1 

Trials OK Trials can be created v1 

Visits OK Visits can be created and linked 

into trials 

v1 
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Forms OK Forms can be created from the 

assigned variables and assigned 

into visits. 

v1 

Variables OK Variables forming the base of 

CRFs can be created and linked 

accordingly  

v1 

Study sites OK Study sites can be linked into 

trials and access management 

v1 

CRF entry OK CRFs created in system can be 

retrieved and entered by the client  

v1 

CRF validation OK CRFs can be validated in variable 

and form levels  

v1 

CRF verification - - v2 

Audit trail - - v2 

Calendar - - v2 

Metadata collection - - v2 

Printing - - v2 

Communication - - v2 

Data export - - v2 

8.3. System testing 

System testing evaluates the system as a whole to meet the specified requirements. 

System testing validates that integrated components, such as independently 

developed client and server are compatible and communicate together with 

satisfactory meeting the constraints. 

Additional tests such as performance or stress test can be ran to project or 

characterize the possibilities and future bottlenecks with planned features. Stress 

testing of API, both read and write, evaluates one aspect of scalability. For example, 

the maximal amount of writes per seconds help estimating how many real time data 

capturing and sending devices single server might support and when there would be 

need for load balancer and duplicating servers or performance tuning with 

optimizations. Other performance indicators to requests per second could be an 

average service delay with varying user numbers. 

The performance and scalability aspects of first version of Genesis were tested by 

populating arbitrary CRF data ranging from ten rows to one million rows of CRF 

with 30 fields. In this stress test, Genesis REST API was hammered via python script 

for total of one minute. These results are shown in figure 19 and tell that despite the 

growth of database rows, the total handled requests and inserts stay rather constant 

setting around 340 actions during this one minute stress test. This reveals that proper 

optimization in database and data models support scaling and the current bottleneck 

would serialization of requests.  
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Figure 19. Genesis REST API stress test results. 

 

In addition to tracking successful API requests, CPU and RAM usages of Django 

application on virtual server were also tracked. Figure 20 demonstrates the CPU and 

RAM usages during stress tests and idle. During the stress test, RAM usage stays 

rather low, below 3 percent while CPU stays constantly up to 25 percent while kernel 

processes are eating rest of the available CPU. On idle, the usages stay relatively 

similar through the addition of rows. These statistics were collected via htop [63] 

system monitor.  

In addition to Django application using up to 3 percent of RAM, PostgreSQL also 

took its share. PostgreSQL used its configured allocation of 20 percent of total 2 GB 

set for virtual server. This amount was not added into the figure, because the amount 

varies with the configuration and available memory.  

 

 
Figure 20. Virtual server RAM and CPU usages of Django application. 

  

Scaling characteristics of systems was also measured by requesting random samples 

of single element and paginated collections by groups of tens. Retrieving random 

single element never took more than 40 milliseconds on average while time 

retrieving random paginated pages seem to grow steadily up to averaging 8000 
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milliseconds with one million rows. Visualizations of results can be seen in figure 

21. 

 

 
Figure 21. Duration of SQL queries.  

 

Further inspections with Django-debug-toolbar [64] revealed that this poor 

performance is due to lack of optimization in out-of-the-box generated paginated 

queries. The timeline of queries is visualized in figure 22 showing that the first query 

getting all the results at once is taking nearly 100 times longer than the latter, the 

actual fetch for paginated data.  

These results confirm the fact that, not only can the development be rapid 

achieving the desired functionality, but also with the necessary speed for scalability 

with proper optimizations in later phases. In this case, the optimization would be 

skipping the first query getting all elements or alternatively proper cache usage. 

Furthermore, comprehensive unit testing gives confidence for heavy refactoring of 

code in order to reach these wished speed ups without breaking the previously 

completed functionality. However, when working below 10000 rows which would be 

the case with the LIRA study, the performance would be satisfactory even without 

further optimizations.  

 

 
Figure 22. Timeline of SQL queries for paginated page. 

 

In addition to representing the current testing results, the system will be tested and 

confirmed valid for deployment with full-scale dummy data test simulating the whole 

data collection, cleaning and management process on later phase when the rest of the 

components of system have been completed and trial parameters have been locked.  
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8.4. Project satisfaction questionnaire 

As the project is still on-going and can be fully evaluated once running and in-use, 

we conducted a customer satisfaction survey for the main stakeholder in the project. 

The customer satisfaction feedback from the LIRA-project management team and the 

survey itself can be found from table 18. The results seemed positive and give 

reassurance that development project has been satisfactory and should be continued. 

 

Table 18. Customer satisfaction survey results from overall project. 

# Statement 
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1 
The existing feature set fulfills the needs of 

this trial. 
   X  

2 I am happy with user interface of Genesis.     X 

3 
The invested time and resources in the 

development of Genesis have been worth it. 
   X  

4 
I am happy with the results of the usability 

testing. 
   X  

5 
The existing functionalities have been 

implemented well 
   X  

6 
The underlying design of Genesis has been 

thought out well. 
   X  

7 I am satisfied with the current version.    X  

8 
I would like to deploy Genesis in other 

trials. 
   X  

9 
The development of the software has been 

agile. 
   X  

10 I see a lot of potential in Genesis.     X 
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9. DISCUSSION 
 

The potential of EDC can be only realized by adequate adoption of technology on 

technological and organizational levels. This means mutual support has to be reached 

from all stakeholders concerned. As technology has progressed on rapid pace, proper 

education about the possibilities of modern technology with both its short and long 

term benefits should be brought into practice and applied into daily work procedures. 

The main purpose of Genesis back end is to provide means to manage clinical data 

and enable rapid development on front end. 

9.1. Achievement of objectives 

The primary goal set for Genesis was to enable and manage data collection for 

LIRA-study. The project has been satisfactory for this time being and the first phase 

has been completed establishing data storing on back-end, enabling front-end 

usability testing and proving the concept. However, despite having reached the 

satisfactory for this time being, the overall primary goal has not been reached and 

there still is a lot development to do before Genesis can be fully deployed for LIRA-

study. With the realization of this, the development focus will stay on incremental 

enhancements with delivering working software. 

The evaluation aspects of server are still on the very philosophical level as the 

actual results will vary a lot as the system will be fully deployed in coming summer 

for usage with all components. As a typical data entry traffic should not cause any 

burden to the server, but the performance characteristics could tentatively identify 

possible bottlenecks in connection management with the introduction of real-time 

data entry devices. But on the other hand, Genesis should grow in controlled manner 

only with the introduction of new studies; therefore slow components can be 

replaced for more lightweight alternatives to meet the scalability needs when rapid 

development and agility is no longer the prime focus.  

As the secondary goal, we promoted reusability. The design characteristics enable 

secure interoperability between web-enabled devices through the common HTTP 

interface. This has great potential to empower communication with legacy systems 

and increasingly more common handheld devices ranging from tablets and mobile 

phones to smart watches and bracelets as researchers are craving for more frequent 

and accurate data with the rise big data analytics hype. In addition, adoption of 

clinical data standards resulting from years of cooperation in field studies establishes 

a concrete foundation in harmonization with best practices and collectables. 

However, the secondary goal has not been reached yet either at the level of being 

ready for adoption for other studies. The goals set have been very noble considering 

the short time interval to get acquainted with the clinical research field and design a 

highly flexible platform to support various studies. Should we only had focused on 

the primary goal, serving the LIRA-study, the system would most likely be in more 

mature phase, but this would have been achieved by the cost of long-term value as 

new CDMS or heavy modifications would have to be done in order to support 

upcoming studies. The fact that there has been interest among the world’s largest 

type-1 diabetes study to incorporate handheld devices to EDC mechanisms with the 

assist of Genesis advocates that reusability and flexibility are valued qualities and 

will raise the long-term value of Genesis.       
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9.2. Further development and visions 

The focus should be kept on features which bring business value to the system. In 

addition to completing the specified requirements, features such as randomization is 

common in blinded clinical trials and supposedly could bring business value for 

upcoming studies as they might not have external randomization like the case in 

LIRA-study. The functional features implemented and planned at this moment do not 

differentiate from the competing alternatives, but the effortless technical deployment 

via cloud service or simplified automated installation process into local servers is 

under investigation. Furthermore, optimizations in trial design via commonly 

acknowledged building blocks not only make initial system adoption straightforward, 

but make later management enjoyable with the confirmed standards and therefore 

allowing preparing information quickly ready for final analysis. The advantages in 

running phase can be realized by high customization options on both study and site 

levels. Web-based delivery with leaving the client responsible for visualization of 

data allows full tailoring and localization for independent sites.  In practice, this 

would allow, for example, localization on language level, making the adopting 

process even easier among the primary users, research staff, who might have initial 

comprehension troubles with foreign terminology as observed in Genesis’ usability 

testing. But continuous enhancements require two-way feedback channels to allow 

both developers and users to share and evaluate possibilities. With successful 

involvement of all parties is possible to assemble the era of digitalization into the 

clinical world by driving the technical evangelism in form of automating daily 

routines and tasks. 

Future vision regarding data sharing and exchanging aspects shares both white and 

black-box characteristics. As standardized data models are openly known, external 

queries through service endpoint could allow re-using the same datasets for 

secondary hypothesis without the need of actually releasing the data but just the 

query results in unidentifiable form. As data has been collected in harmonized format 

this allows verifying the research hypothesis by re-running the analysis against the 

database to confirm the published results.  

 The educational benefits could be made into reality by enabling real life examples 

of research implementations with the ability to separate working approaches from 

non-working. From management and study overview perspective, this black-box 

analysis could allow remote tracking the process and health of study to justify the 

funding continuations.  

To elaborate this vision in more practical level, consider a wide range of web-

enabled devices communicating securely through web to one centralized server with 

simple applications. This would allow a nurse initiate the recruiting process by 

handling a tablet to potential participates in waiting rooms for collecting pre-

screening variables. After finding suitable candidates they are being contacted via 

phone asking to come over for a visit. On visit, those who want to continue in the 

trial, will be handed smart watches and guided how to report on their own with their 

own phones through mobile web application or native phone applications. In addition 

to occasionally visiting to control study sites, the smart watch could capture real time 

activity data and subjects could keep an accurate food diary with the assist of mobile 

application sending the data to centralized systems for later analysis. On normal visit, 

research nurse could just glance through the activity and diary data and confirm its 

validity and thus speed up the visit on this part and focus on other issues. This multi-
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device support would not only speed up the collection process, but allow immediate 

analysis after data collection thus reducing delays for final analysis to non-existent 

after the last subject has finished the study.     

Despite all the benefits that data sharing and the realization of this vision, ethical 

and privacy concerns must be addressed properly and the risks that each 

implementation might bear. Moreover, returning from these visions, the next steps in 

Genesis’ path are continuing on the development and launching it for LIRA-study in 

the coming summer. The proper timing for evaluating reaching the primary goal 

would be after achieving full adoption on several study sites and after the whole 

study. The reusability factor can be assessed on both study design level and 

deployment levels on upcoming phases of LIRA-study. Addressing the time element 

for these proper evaluations and the great potential we see in Genesis system, we will 

publish an article about Genesis with the post deployment status update in near 

future. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
 

This thesis was motivated by the need of CDMS to the upcoming LIRA-study to 

handle and manage data collection at numerous remote sites. Genesis, a web-based 

CDMS was proposed to be developed to serve the needs of the LIRA-study. 

Additionally, as the second goal, we targeted reusability and ease of portability to 

similar studies.   

First, the typical phases of the CDM process, standardization attempts and 

common challenges in adopting data management systems were researched. Next, 

information security foundation, security mechanisms, including access control and 

audit trail were investigated. Furthermore, reasons for difficulties of developing 

secure software and most common threats web application threats was untangled. 

After studying clinical data management and information security, requirements for 

Genesis was elicited in agile manner factoring in time, inevitable change and, 

iterative aspects.  

After gathering the requirements, the design and implementation of RESTful 

CDMS were illustrated starting with back-end design. In back-end design, the 

conceptual design of the system and the service presented following with the data 

management features from study design to validation and verification layers. 

Thereafter, the service design was elaborated first, covering the basics of RESTful 

practices and resource-oriented architecture, followed by a comparison of 

aforementioned styles and WS-*. Furthermore, RESTful API design of Genesis was 

demonstrated with the versioning style. After showcasing the design, implementation 

of the system was covered with detailed reasoning for chosen tools and elaborations 

of solutions. 

After design and implementation, the evaluation of development and 

implementation was addressed. The evaluation of the system was done in multiple 

layers including unit testing in development, acceptance testing the designed features 

and performance indicators detailing qualitative aspects of the system. In addition to 

development and system level testing, a project satisfaction questionnaire was 

performed for overall project level satisfaction. 

    Finally, the current status and achievement of the set goals was pondered in 

discussion with the future directions and opportunities of Genesis. While neither of 

the noble goals set, was reached yet at this pit-stop, we have high hopes that the 

future of Genesis and clinical data management is bright. Shoot for the stars and land 

on the Moon.  
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12. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1.  CRF management lifecycle. 

 

 


